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Covid, Complexity & Contradictions: On Disaster Cycles, 
Expedient Invention & Meaningful Innovation 

 
 

“Merciless is the law of nature,  
and rapidly and irresistibly  

we are drawn to our doom.” 
Nikola Tesla 

 
 
Abstract 
The Covid-19 pandemic provides a text-book exemplar of mankind’s frequent inability to 
understand and successfully navigate through complexity. Worse, our desire for 
operational efficiency has shown itself to be in direct conflict. Worse again, many of the 
ways and means of operating when efficiency is a primary goal have been shown to be 
precisely the opposite of what is required during complex and chaotic times. This paper 
defines heuristics and operating processes commensurate with the need to embrace 
complexity and make it work for us. It starts with the need to, first of all, survive. We then 
need to be able to work out where we are, where we want to be, and the first-principles 
that will enable us to enable the complexity to unfold in such a way that we move in the 
right direction between the two. Key to understanding these first principles is a recognition 
of the ‘between’. It is not the ‘things’ that determine how complex systems emerge so 
much as the relationships between those things. At the top of the ‘between’ hierarchy are 
contradictions. In efficiency-lead operations, we typically deal with contradictions using 
trade-offs and ‘optimization’. In complex environments, the imperative is to challenge and 
transcend contradictions. Firstly, the technical contradictions arising from the silo walls 
that have inadvertently arisen between technical disciplines during the search for 
efficiency, and secondly, the moral and ethical contradictions that, to date, our politicians 
and leaders have, for the most part, sought to ignore. To the cost of all of us.   
 
First, Survive 
When humans first evolved, the world was a harsh and dangerous place. Modern man has 
sought to reduce and eliminate danger in all its forms. To the point today where, for the 
most part, many are able to live a life of comparative comfort and safety. We have 
achieved this impressive feat largely by, first, understanding, and then, eliminating the 
myriad complexities of our planet. Nature, until recently, was something to be ‘conquered’. 
When everyone is safe inside their man-made cocoon, it is tempting to say that the battle 
has been won. But, tragically, this is not the way the world works. Nature has a way of 
dealing with weakness, and there is little in life as weak as a cocooned and cossetted 
human. In ancient times when life was a struggle, survival demanded acknowledging and 
developing strategies that were consistent with the complexities of our environment. One 
of the ironies of Modern Man is that we have temporarily been able to forget a lot of those 
strategies by eliminating complexity. In so doing have made ourselves, our communities, 
and our societies very fragile. Any enterprise operating a highly efficient ‘just-in-time’ 
supply chain, for example, was taught a serious lesson in fragility by Covid-19. In the UK, 
during the first four months of the pandemic, over 30,000 enterprises went out of business. 
During the first eight, almost a million people lost their jobs, and there have been over 
70,000 excess deaths. Organisations and individuals that, tragically, ignored the first rule 
of living with complexity: ‘survive’. Where survival basically starts from the premise that 
anything could happen, and therefore, our senses need to be honed away from preserving 
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what we have to noticing what is different. In the extreme, when society tumbles from 
complexity into chaos, this means acknowledging that quite literally anything could 
happen, and that many of our ‘usual’ rules of behaviour are quite likely the things that will 
kill us. Climbing a tree in the face of an incoming tsunami. Donning a lifejacket when the 
Titanic is sinking in the North Atlantic. Thinking that, ‘it’s thousands of miles away, it won’t 
come here’ when we see China building enormous new emergency hospital facilities in 
Wuhan. Neither Nature nor Covid-19 cares whether we survive or not. Survival is the thing 
that enables us to utilise our biggest weapon: thinking… 
 
Know Where You Are; Know Where You Need To Be 
…The first thinking imperative, then, is to orient ourselves to know where we are, and 
where we’d like to be. Knowing where we are, in survival terms, means understanding 
which of four possible states we’re in: Simple, Complicated, Complex, or Chaotic. We 
need to do this twice: we need to understand the level of complexity of our surrounding 
environment, and we need to understand it in terms of the systems that are under our 
control. One of the ways to map these two data-points is the Complexity Landscape Model 
(CLM) (Reference 1). One of the main ideas behind this Model is that, once we know 
where we are, the Model is able to tell us what the most appropriate strategies, 
behaviours, processes and tools to use in order to best ensure our continuing survival. If 
we can also establish where we’d like to be on this Landscape, we can also ensure that 
we adopt the most appropriate processes for navigating from where we are to our desired 
destination. 
 

Thanks to the ‘efficiency imperative’ that has driven organisational and political behaviour 
for the last 40 years, the answer to the ‘where are we?’ question is often in the ‘Efficiency 
Triangle’ (Reference 2) at the bottom left of the CLM shown in Figure 1. The best way to 
achieve efficiency, Frederick Winslow Taylor taught managers, was to study and simplify 
everything. ‘Any colour you like as long as it’s black’, he told Henry Ford to tell the 
customer. 
 

The tragedy for many of these ‘Simple/Simple’ organisations once Covid-19 hit was that 
their Simple operating rules were now wholly incompatible with the Complex environment 
that surrounded them. That environment, by the way, had always been Complex (effective 
heuristic to bear in mind: ‘if there are two or more humans involved, the system is 
Complex’), and as such any number of things other than a coronavirus could easily have 
tipped the system into chaos. Most organisations, in other words, were actually at Point A 
in Figure 1. Which meant that, because they were below the Ashby Line (Reference 3), 
they were inherently fragile, and in effect, out of control.  
 

The best place to be on the CLM is the ‘Golden Triangle’ at the top of the Landscape 
(Reference 4). This area acknowledges that our environment is Complex, and that we 
have put in place ways and means of operating that are – above the Ashby Line, and 
therefore commensurate with Ashby’s Law, ‘only variety can absorb variety’ – greater than 
those needed to deal with the external level of complexity. The Golden Triangle offers a 
solid answer to the ‘where do we want to be?’ question. More specifically then, when it 
comes to pandemics, other goals might well relate to survival at the societal level. One or 
two countries – e.g. New Zealand, Taiwan – did this job really well right from the outset. 
Others – mainly those with (Simple) populist governments – did the near opposite. In 
theory, the setting of these kinds of high-level complexity-compatible societal goals 
demands strong governmental leadership. In practice, however, the conventional notion of 
hierarchical power structures and complex systems do not make for great bedfellows. 
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Complex systems survive and thrive because they have evolved non-hierarchical 
operating heuristics. And they’ve achieved this by going back to first principles… 
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Figure 1: Complexity Landscape Model & Covid-19  

 

First-Principle Patterns 
…the big problem with ensuring survival in a world in which quite literally ‘anything’ is 
possible is that it is hard work. To the point where the amount of hard work required can 
easily become greater than our available energy and sense resources allow. In which 
case, these shortfalls themselves become the main threat to our survival. The importance 
of obtaining a first-principle (Reference 5) understanding of the world is that it enables us 
to use our resources far more effectively. Another common trait of natural systems. Like 
termites…  
 

…Every termite mound is different, but equally, each one is recognisably a termite mound. 
This has been the case for hundreds of thousands of years and will continue to be so for 
as long as the first-principle behaviours of termites – their operating heuristics in other 
words – remain the same. We see the same thing in society. History doesn’t repeat but it 
often rhymes. So says the cliché. Clichés only get to become clichés because we see the 
patterns often enough. Often enough at least to know that the rhyming happens each time 
the requisite first-principle heuristics are in place. Events happen at random, but Society’s 
reactions to those events are conditioned by these first principles. So that some events 
dissipate and fade into history, while others – the JFK assassination, 9/11, etc – take on a 
highly nonlinear significance. Some of these ‘random events’ are completely unpredictable 
‘black swans’, whereas others are much more predictable. Especially if we are able to turn 
the prediction story around the other way and examine the prevailing Societal climate and 
‘readiness’ to react to certain types of trigger event. 
 

With this perspective, it is reasonable to claim that COVID-19 was not a black swan event. 
Looking at the UK, where national stocks of PPE had been allowed to run down, neither 
was the decision to not prepare for it. A pandemic outbreak at this scale was not unknown 
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to the experts. Even we foresaw it using our 2009-published TrenDNA methodology 
(Reference 6). In addition to predicting the arrival of a 20-25 year ‘Crisis Period’ starting 
with 9/11, the book also shows that crisis will reach its climax over the period 2020-2025, 
before society settles down into what might be thought of as a new meta-level paradigm 
(i.e. S-Curve).  
 

Back in 2009 it wasn’t possible to predict that it would be a pandemic that would trigger 
the climax of the Crisis Period. The TrenDNA method was able to foretell, however, that 
because society has many wobbling dominoes during the Period, it only takes one to fall 
over to trigger the fall of several more. Thus, in the UK for example, the Crisis is highly 
likely to grow bigger with the negative consequences of Brexit. Not to mention growing 
climate change issues. While it was difficult to predict when and where the first domino 
would fall, now that it has, the sequence of the other falls have become much more 
mappable.  
 

The next 4-5 years will be worrying for many people on the planet. That said, it is also 
clear that there are always winners and losers during crisis periods. Periods of crisis tends 
to spark enormous amount of innovation. One way for organisations to navigate the chaos 
and complexity is to become highly agile. When apparently nothing about the future is 
predictable, this kind of agility-oriented thinking goes, the spoils go to those that are able 
to adapt and re-adapt the fastest. The faster an organisation is able to learn to deal with 
exponentialities and fat-tails, the more likely it is to survive through to the eventual yet 
nevertheless inevitable end of the crisis. Almost all organisations can be expected to 
benefit from adopting such a first-principle perspective of the world. 
 

Creating a rapid-learning capability could be considered to be the safest strategy for 
surviving chaos. But being safe is not the same as being safe and smart. Maintaining 
safety can consume enormous amounts of resource. Being smart means we get to 
achieve safety while consuming the minimum amount of resource. Just because there is 
much that cannot be predicted during a crisis that does not mean that nothing can be 
predicted. Smart organisations understand that, like termite mounds, certain behavioural 
triggers provoke the emergence of predictably repeating patterns. One of these is the so-
called Disaster Cycle (Reference 7): 
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Figure 2: The Disaster Cycle And Innovation Opportunities  
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• Phase 1, the pre-disaster phase, is characterised by fear and uncertainty. The 
specific reactions a community experiences depend on the type of disaster. 
Disasters with no warning can cause feelings of vulnerability and lack of security; 
fears of future, unpredicted tragedies; and a sense of loss of control or the loss of 
the ability to protect yourself and your family. On the other hand, disasters with 
warning can cause guilt or self-blame for failure to heed the warnings. The pre-
disaster phase may be as short as hours, or even minutes, such as during a 
terrorist attack, or it may be as long as several months, such as during a hurricane 
season. 

• Phase 2, the impact phase, is characterised by a range of intense emotional 
reactions. As with the pre-disaster phase, the specific reactions also depend on the 
type of disaster that is occurring. Slow, low-threat disasters have psychological 
effects that are different from those of rapid, dangerous disasters. As a result, these 
reactions can range from shock to overt panic. Initial confusion and disbelief 
typically are followed by a focus on self-preservation and family protection. 
Hoarding of essentials is one of the most visible signs of this phase. The impact 
phase is usually the shortest of the six phases of disaster.  

• Phase 3, the heroic phase, is characterized by a high level of activity with a low 
level of productivity. During this phase, there is a sense of altruism, and many 
community members exhibit adrenaline-induced rescue behaviour. At a first-
principle level, humans are tribal creatures and we’re ‘programmed’ to protect our 
loved ones. We do whatever is necessary to ensure our family survives. If there is 
no PPE, we improvise using whatever is available. The heroic phase often passes 
quickly into phase 4.  

• Phase 4, the honeymoon phase, is characterized by a dramatic shift in emotion. 
During the honeymoon phase, disaster assistance is readily available. Community 
bonding occurs as everyone works together to create expedient solutions to the 
urgent problems that arise (e.g. lack of PPE). Optimism exists that everything will 
return to normal quickly, and so many organisations will seek to ‘batten down the 
hatches’ and weather the storm. As a result, numerous opportunities are available 
for providers and organisations to establish and build rapport with affected people 
and groups, and for them to build relationships with stakeholders. The honeymoon 
phase typically lasts only a few weeks or months.   

• Phase 5, the disillusionment phase, comes as a stark contrast to the honeymoon 
phase. During this phase, communities and individuals realise the limits of disaster 
assistance. As optimism turns to discouragement and stress continues to take a 
toll, negative reactions, such as physical exhaustion, emotional stress, and/or 
substance use, may begin to surface. The increasing gap between need and 
assistance leads to feelings of abandonment. This phase is the prime time for 
innovation activities because the adverse side-effects resulting from the expedient 
solutions from the honeymoon phase become increasingly apparent, and people 
become less willing to live with them. Looking at the facial scarring on healthcare 
workers after a 12 hour shift wearing a mask makes for an iconic example of a 
problem that will trigger innovation activity. The disillusionment phase can last 
months and even years, depending on the number of other societal dominoes that 
are allowed to fall. 

• Phase 6, the reconstruction phase, is characterised by an overall feeling of 
recovery. Individuals and communities begin to assume responsibility for rebuilding 
their lives, and people adjust to a new “normal” while continuing to grieve losses. 
The reconstruction phase often begins around an anniversary of the disaster and 
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may continue for some time beyond that. From an innovation perspective, while 
opportunities continue to be plentiful, their emphasis tends to shift towards 
consolidation and efficiency-improving activities. Following catastrophic events, 
depending on the number of dominoes that have fallen, the reconstruction phase 
may again last for years. 

 

Usually, as soon we have the impact (Phase 2), a survival instinct kicks-in and a lot of 
initiatives are launched to find new ways or different solutions to the cope with the 
disaster. These ‘solutions’, however, tend to be expedient rather than effective. The in-the-
moment problem is alleviated, but at the expense of a host of negative collateral damage 
related consequences. This phase, in other words, is about inventive use of available 
resources, but has nothing to do with innovation. The real innovation does not start until 
the “Disillusionment Period” (Phase 5) properly kicks in. This is in part because, after the 
heat of the moment, people are finally able to take a breath and actually start thinking 
rationally about the problems that need to be fixed. But mainly it is because it is only 
during the disillusionment phase that the contradictions start to become clear. And as is 
commonly known in the TRIZ community, the vast majority of all actual innovations come 
when contradictions get solved (Reference 8). How far societies fall during the next 4-5 
years will largely be determined by how well the emerging contradictions are or are not 
resolved. This will be discussed in more detail later.  
 

Here, meanwhile, it is important to return to the overarching idea of safe and smart 
organisations. The smart organisation uses patterns like the Disaster Cycle to anticipate 
likely future threats and opportunities, but it does not assume that the pattern is an 
inevitability. Rather, it ensures two things happen: 

1) It puts in place measures that allow a meaningful determination whether the 
predicted pattern is happening or not. We know, for example, the various emotions 
that people will experience as a Disaster Cycle progresses. The transition from 
Honeymoon to Disillusion sees rising levels of frustration. As disillusionment 
deepens, this frustration turns into anger. Figure 3 shows a more complete emotion 
profile from Reference 9. Performing ongoing emotion analytics on social media 
and media sources then offers up living evidence that the Cycle is or isn’t 
progressing according to the archetypal model, and thus enables organisations to 
course-correct as appropriate. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Societal Mood Tracking As A Means Of Monitoring Disaster Cycle Position 
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2) It puts in place operating strategies commensurate with the needs of Complex 
Systems, per the Complexity Landscape Model shown in Figure 1. Here we need to 
emphasise the idea that knowing where we are on the Landscape requires a 
dynamic feedback loop. Any change in position that crosses any of the lines on the 
Model is likely to demand a shift in the tools, methods and processes required in 
order to keep moving towards our intended goals. Changes in environment can 
cause highly dynamic shifts in our position; changes to our system are likely to be 
less dynamic, but are, of course, much more under our control. Especially if we 
have in place the appropriate operating protocols and practices. If – per the overall 
theme of this article – we find ourselves in the sort of complex/chaotic environment 
found during pandemics and periods of societal unrest, one of the first shifts in 
operating philosophy required relative to traditional ‘efficiency-driven’ strategies is a 
move away from focusing on what we know to focusing on what we don’t… 

 
Managing The Unknowns 
…using the expression ‘manage the unknowns’ is often a good way to introduce confusion 
into efficiency-driven organisations. How can we manage what we don’t know? Again we 
find ourselves in first-principle territory. Just because we can’t know everything doesn’t 
mean we can’t know anything (Reference 10). There’s a danger with these kinds of 
discussion to get into esoteric and abstract territory that ultimately helps almost no-one. 
The way around this problem is to focus on something tangible. And, in true innovator 
fashion, the most tangible things are often the most difficult. As far as Covid-19 is 
concerned, few if any products have created such controversy and created such a large 
division in society than masks and face coverings. At the two ends of the should-
we/shouldn’t we spectrum are, on one side, the medical community and in particular the 
‘domain expert’ epidemiologists, who, through bodies like the World Health Organisation, 
have recommended against the wearing of masks in society. Then, on the other end, we 
have what might be described as the complex risk-model-building community of 
mathematicians. Lead by people like Nassim Nicholas Taleb, this latter community have 
been strong proponents of mask-wearing, usually making the case that, even if a mask 
only helps a bit, in a highly exponential environment that bit can end up making a massive 
positive difference. 
 

One of the first things that needs to shift when the operating regime shifts from 
Simple/Complicated to Complex is a recognition that these kinds of either/or debates 
between disciplines are extremely unhelpful. Specialisation is really useful in Simple times, 
because specialisation delivers efficiency. In Complex times however, the people that can 
make connections between the specialisations are the people that need to come to the 
fore. Alas, the world has had two centuries of specialisation and now finds itself in a place 
where the multitude of specialised domains are so specialised they are no longer able to 
communicate with one another. Which means the public at large is left utterly confused. 
And, moreover, also angry and polarised. The implications of this are discussed in more 
detail in the next two sections looking at the importance of contradictions and 
contradiction-solving. Before getting there, the challenge remains to think about and 
resolve the unknowns. 
 

So, what don’t we know about Covid-19 in relation to the face-covering story? Let’s look at 
a few specific examples: 
 

Is Covid airborne? For the first half of 2020, the advice from the World Health Organisation 
and most healthcare professionals was that it was not, and that mask-wearing was only 
sensible in situations where people were either coughing, or in close proximity to other 
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people coughing. Those operating from the risk domain, on the other hand, were of the 
opinion that, until such times as we know for sure, the prudent – i.e. survival-consistent – 
thing to assume was that it could be, and that, therefore it was sensible to wear a mask. 
 

Unfortunately, neither the healthcare professional or the risk analyst is adequately placed 
to answer the question about whether Covid-19 is airborne. To answer that unknown, it is 
necessary to ask an aerodynamicist, and ideally one that understands multi-phase flows. 
The first things these domain experts will ask in return are: 

a) Have we done any air-sampling trials? 
b) How big is the virus? 
c) How dense is it? 
d) What is it’s drag coefficient? 

Four much more specific unknowns that, until we know them, no-one can sensibly answer 
the airborne question. The first question is the – in theory at least – empirically 
answerable, and therefore easiest question. The latter three are the important ones that 
subsequently allow mankind to build a better (first-principle) understanding of not just 
Covid-19 but viruses in general. At the time of writing, question b) has been answered, but 
c) and d) both remain unknown. Mainly because no-one has thought to bring the 
aerodynamicists into the pandemic equation yet. And hence, the world finds itself still 
essentially guessing, and – worse – continuing nugatory either/or arguments. 
 

The same unknowns challenge applies to a number of other key mask-related unknowns. 
Some of the more advanced mask designs, for example, make use of electrostatic forces 
to help trap very small particles. We know that Covid-19 is considerably smaller than the 
average pore size in an N95 mask (equivalent to passing a tennis-ball through a 
basketball hoop in relative terms – Reference 11), but we still don’t know whether airborne 
Covid-19 carries any kind of charge that could make an electrostatically-charged mask 
efficacious. Answering this unknown would involve bringing the physicists and mask 
designers into the debate. But, yet again, our highly specialised world has meant that they 
haven’t been asked by those tasked with society’s safety, and so, yet again, we find 
ourselves flying blind. 
 

Managing The Contradictions: Two Half-Sciences Don’t Make A Whole 
Because as a society we’re not managing the unknowns, we’re also not identifying the 
primary mechanisms that would permit meaningful progress with the face-covering 
problem. Figure 4 illustrates the heart of the mask either/or conflict. Again, innovators 
know that the only means of making progress in these kinds of situation is to run towards 
the contradictions and to resolve them. Having two or more different specialisms arguing 
with each other helps no-one when neither is equipped with the relevant information to 
make an informed decision. 
 

Now, one could argue that, when we find ourselves living in an environment where there 
are still important unknowns, Rule #1 (‘survive’) should be the one we revert to. If we don’t 
know whether face-coverings help or not, then, we should err on the side of caution. 
Which in this case means the sort of logic that says, ‘wearing a mask can’t do any harm’, 
so therefore ‘better safe than sorry’, we should instruct everyone to wear a face covering. 
 

If we are to deliver actionable ‘truth’ to society, however, an integrative approach is 
required. No single domain of expertise is able to sensibly answer the should-
we/shouldn’t-we wear masks question. In addition to the need to bridge the knowledge 
between domains, there are a number of other, perhaps counter-intuitive, strategies and 
thought processes that need to be adopted in order to make a meaningful Covid-19 
resolving difference to society.  
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Figure 4: Complexity Landscape Model & Covid-19  

 

Meanwhile this kind of naïve ‘better safe than sorry’ logic, should, again, be viewed as 
prudent but nevertheless poor-quality thinking. It is poor quality because it fails to bring to 
bear the vital knowledge of another part of the overall pool of mankind’s knowledge: the 
safety specialist. 
 

This is the person that, if not explicitly, knows implicitly that human safety questions are 
inherently complex. That’s because humans often behave in quite odd ways when it 
comes to dealing with safety matters. Specifically, safety engineers will be aware of the 
Safetyism Curve (Reference 12) shown in Figure 5: 
 

Safety Measures

Safety

‘safetyism’

 
Figure 5: The Safetyism Curve  

 

What this curve tells us is that increasing safety measures initially has the effect of 
increasing safety. It then tells us that the relationship between safety measures and safety 
is not a monotonic one, and that eventually we will reach a point where the addition of 
more safety measures will have the counter-intuitive effect of reducing safety. One of the 
most prominent safety issues found in multi-story buildings, by way of example, involves 
people falling down stairways. People make mistakes. Sometimes, we’re concentrating on 
other things when we’re walking between floors, we miss a step and end up unconscious 
and bleeding at the bottom of a flight of stairs. One of the ways to decrease the likelihood 
of such accidents involves fitting a handrail. One of the ways to increase the likelihood of 
stairway accidents is to then install signs telling people to hold the handrail. Handrails 
increase safety; handrail signs do not. They are an illustration of safetyism. 
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Closing the loop on the previous section, one of the key unknowns the safety engineer 
wants answered is the whereabouts of the safetyism point. When it comes to Covid-19 
and face-coverings, sad to say, we still don’t know where that point is, because again, no-
one has thought to ask the relevant person. Or – worse – to recognise that there is a 
contradiction that needs to be solved. Anywhere, in fact, where there is a parabolic curve 
like the one shown in Figure 5, there is a contradiction. Which means that, in the case of 
mask wearing, the answer isn’t a yes or no, but something else. 
 

A third of all fatal car accidents involve fire. That being the case, to apply the risk analysts 
mask-wearing logic, the sensible person would only drive wearing the sort of fireproof suits 
and helmets worn by Formula One drivers. And yet none of us even thinks about doing 
such a thing. Why? Because we instinctively know that the wearing of these safety 
measures comes attached to a host of negative factors. Our mobility is impaired. As is our 
ability to see our surroundings. The list of negatives goes on. Few if any of the equivalent 
negatives are brought into the face-covering safety story as it relate to the public. If they 
were, we would likely end up with a picture that looks something like this… 
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Figure 6: The Safetyism Curve And Covid-19 Face-Covering Protection In Society  

 

…a confirmation again of why the face-covering debate is such an emotive one. One in 
which the ‘it-can-only-help’ risk-mathematicians might do well to shut-up for a while. The 
right answer to the should-we/shouldn’t-we being highly context dependent. Without 
managing the safetyism-point unknown, however, there is little point in continuing the 
debate here. If only because there is one more – even bigger – type of contradiction that 
needs to be brought into focus: 

 
Managing The (Moral) Contradictions 
The technical problem of designing a Covid-proof mask is what might be thought of, in 
CLM terms, as a Complicated technical problem. In that there are contradictions to be 
solved (e.g. how to seal the edges so that air doesn’t leak around them rather than going 
through the filter material) and known ways to solve them (Reference 13). The issue of 
face-coverings only really become complex when we bring to bear attendant social issues. 
Which in turn means the difficult moral and ethical contradictions we collectively face as a 
society. Mask-wearing, in other words, regardless of actual efficacy, is ultimately a societal 
issue.  
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Here, then, is where we begin to hit some of the current limitations of mankind’s ability to 
think effectively. The simple (first principle) problem being that there is no such thing as an 
either/or answer to any kind of moral or ethical question. Those advocating the wearing of 
face-coverings, for example, are predominantly taking their stance on the basis that our 
sacrifice is for the good of others. In terms of the Figure 7 model of universal morals 
(Reference 14), my wearing a face covering is an issue of Care (for others) and Fairness 
(everyone should make a sacrifice). On the other hand, those advocating against the 
wearing of face-coverings, irrespective of their actual efficacy, predominantly make their 
argument on the grounds of Liberty. As in, ‘I am an individual, with individual rights, and 
you can’t mandate the wearing of a mask’. So, what we ultimately end up with are Care-
versus-Liberty and Fairness-versus-Liberty contradictions. To which, repeating the point 
from earlier, there can be no either/or solution.  
 

FAIRNESS

(Sensor)

AUTHORITY

(Coordination)

LOYALTY

(Interface)

CARE

(Tool)

LIBERTY

(Transmission)
SANCTITY

(Engine)
 

Figure 7: The Six Universal Dimensions of Human Morals (Reference 14)  
 

Just because a Libertarian emphasises Liberty above Care of Fairness doesn’t mean that 
they don’t morally believe in either. It just means they personally, at this point in their life, 
rank Liberty higher than the other two. The point about universals is that they apply to 
everyone all the time. Just because a person might have a personal view that Fairness is 
more important than Liberty, doesn’t mean that they think Liberty is irrelevant. And yet, 
throughout 2020, social media has essentially evolved into myriad echo chambers each 
one pointlessly advocating that their moral ground is higher than that of those in other 
echo chambers. Arguments that, unless stopped, will go on forever without any hope of 
ending… 
 

…unless we re-think our ways of thinking. The only way to resolve a Care-versus-Liberty 
argument is to deliver a Care-and-Liberty solution. We need, in other words, to find a way 
to transcend the contradiction. 
 

Counter-intuitively, one of the guaranteed ways to not do this is to try and settle the 
argument using facts (Reference 15). Instead, we need to begin the process of integrating 
another set of societal specialisms. This time the highest-level separation of all. That 
between the Arts and the Sciences. Or, to express the contradiction more baldly, that 
between what is ‘correct’ and what is ‘true’: 
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Figure 8: ‘True’ And ‘Correct’ Are Orthogonal Dimensions 
 

One of my favourite stories from the world of psychology concerns an experiment relating 
to happiness, and what it means in different parts of the world. Ask a person living in the 
US to spend two-weeks doing whatever they want in order to make themselves happier, at 
the end of the two weeks the most likely outcome is that that person will be considerably 
less happy than they were at the beginning of the experiment. Repeat the experiment with 
a person living in China, and at the end of the two-weeks, the end result will be that the 
person is considerably happier than they were at the beginning of the experiment. Why? 
Answer because the American person has spent the two weeks pampering themselves, 
and treating themselves to whatever they desire, and the Chinese person has spent the 
two weeks doing nice things for other people. Now, I don’t know for certain how true that 
story is. A good part of me suspects it is apocryphal. I have no idea, if the experiments 
actually took place at all, whether they were designed well. What I do believe, however, is 
that the result is ‘true’. True in the sense of being in the top-left quadrant of Figure 8. 
 

The default human being in the East has been raised to sacrifice their needs to those of 
their fellow citizens, whereas in the West, we have generally been raised to value our 
individuality. Another important contradiction to think about solving for many aspects of 
life. But, specifically, when it comes to the wearing of face-coverings, prior to the Covid-19 
pandemic, there was a well-established norm in the East: if you were ill, and needed to be 
out and about amongst other people, you wore a mask to protect them.  
 

Ultimately, however, the point of Figure 8 is to recognise that, apocryphal story related or 
not, ‘solving the contradiction’ means entering the top-right-hand quadrant of the Matrix. In 
the case of face-coverings, it means, on the one hand, designing efficacious masks with 
none of the traditional downsides (skin irritation, fogging spectacles, invisibility of facial 
expressions, etc) – i.e. the perfect challenges likely to be solved during Phase 5 of the 
Disaster Cycle from Figure 1 – and also, if you live in the West at least, perhaps 
recognising that after the first five minutes of self-consciousness and feeling like a prat, 
wearing a mask will make you feel better. Happy that you’re doing something good for 
your fellow man and not being such a selfish arsehole. Get this contradiction story really 
right, and the wearing of no-downside masks becomes aspirational. Then the problem 
really goes away. 
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Closing The Loop 
Finally, partly by way of bringing the paper to a close, and partly to recognise that there is 
no such thing as a linear start-to-finish process that makes any kind of sense when we find 
ourselves in Complex situations, Figure 9 illustrates a logical sequence of the various 
different approaches and ideas discussed in this paper. Per the Dr Who quote, ‘first things 
first, but not necessarily in that order’, one of the beauties of building processes 
commensurate with the demands of complex systems, is that it doesn’t really matter what 
order things get done in. What does matter, and ultimately matters a lot, is the idea of 
iteration. Here we again find ourselves in territory that is the opposite of most people’s 
worldview. For many, what our highly efficient industrial world has taught us is that our 
primary goal should be a fully optimised perennially ‘right’, perennially stable solution. 
Such a goal makes sense in Simple or Complicated worlds, but it makes no sense at all 
when the world is complex. In a complex world there is no such thing as ‘the right’ 
answer’. To quote another famous philosopher, ‘you can never step in the same river 
twice’. What might be a good solution today, may turn out to be the thing that kills you 
tomorrow. Which means, first remembering Rule #1 (‘survive’) and second, remembering 
that the individuals, teams, organisations and nation states that can cycle through the 
Figure 9 loop the fastest and most effectively will be the ones not just more likely to 
achieve Rule 1 compliance, but also to use the minimum resources, and come out of the 
Crisis Period stronger (i.e. more antifragile – Reference 16) than when they went in.  
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Figure 9: Closing The Complex System Survival Loop 
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Free, Perfect & Later? 
 

 
 

 
 

Slow food. Slow fashion. Slow watches. How do these things fit into a world in which 
everything evolves to an Ideal Final Result? An evolution towards a point where 
customers get all the benefits they need without any down-side. The truth is, they do. The 
problem starts only when we use the modern corruption of the IFR concept, ‘Free, Perfect 
& Now’. The problem here specifically becomes the contradiction between ‘slow’ and 
‘now’. And, of course, its only when we reveal these kinds of contradiction that we give 
ourselves the opportunity to advance our understanding of the world. Is the slow-food 
movement merely a temporary human quirk? Or does it have something to tell us about 
human evolutionary destination points more generally? The answer, we think, seems 
much closer to the latter than the former. Which in turn means slow-x movements might 
have something important to say. 
 

For those that haven’t come across the concept, the slow food movement is a global 
initiative focused on encouraging people to stop eating fast food, instead taking the time to 
prepare and eat whole, locally-sourced foods. The focus is not only on nutrition, but also 
on preserving culture and heritage as it relates to food. More recently, the Slow-Food 
movement has triggered the launch of Slow-Fashion. An initiative with similar motivations 
and goals: ethical, eco-friendly, and most importantly, ‘lasting’. And hence fundamentally 
turning the whole idea of the temporary, transient, fad-like nature of the Fashion industry 
on its head. 
 

Apart from speed, then, what are the differences between slow-food and fast-food? 
Fashion and slow-fashion? The answer, if we reduce matters to first-principles is 
‘meaning’. Fast-food is fuel and convenience. The preparation and consumption of slow-
food reminds us that both are highly meaningful acts. Fashion is concerned with our in-the 
moment ego, our desire to show-off, and a convenient way to show others who we are 
and what we stand for; slow-fashion, in its original conception is intended as a way of 
escaping from the environment-damaging transience of our social-butterfly whims. 
 

With any and all contradictions, of course, we know that there is ultimately no such thing 
as an either/or answer. Sometimes ‘convenience’ is precisely what we need, other times, 
we can ‘afford’ to slow down and spend time with our family and friends. The point here, 
however, is about long-term Ideal Final Results, and the problem that occurs when we find 
ourselves choosing the fast-x option 99 times out of every 100 opportunities. Do 
something often enough and it becomes the default solution. This is precisely what the 
fast-x industries want. Our unthinking desire for the conveniences they offer That’s not 
their fault. Free, Perfect and Now, in that sense, is the IFR they reflect us aspiring to. 
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In many ways, the success of Silicon Valley and all digitalisation solutions of the last forty 
years have been about delivering the ‘Now’ part of the equation. Apple have taught two 
generations to expect instant gratification. No learning-curve. Instant answers. Amazon 
Prime will increasingly allow me to have stuff delivered to my home ‘same day’. ‘Now’ in 
this sense has been much easier to deliver than ‘Free’ or ‘Perfect’. Or rather, maybe they 
see it has become a route to deliver this pair of more difficult things: the less thinking we 
have to do, the more we forget to ask the important questions. Again not the fault of the 
‘Now’ providers (‘the customer is always right’), but something that we are beginning to 
see is causing a whole series of negative consequences. The insatiable drive for 
convenience on the part of us customers, in other words, is a slippery slope that is rapidly 
devolving into a vertical plummet towards... 
 

Towards what?  
 

Meaninglessness? Convenience as the polar opposite of meaning? 
 

Some ‘Now’ solution providers know this to be true. Their rationale once the horrible 
dawning moment hits them usually works something like this: by releasing people from the 
inconvenience of having to do X, we free up their time so they can do Y. Where X is 
generally considered inconvenient stuff like doing the laundry, grocery shopping,  
preparing food, washing the dishes, etc. And Y is anything meaningful. Like spending 
‘quality time’ with the kids, reading a book, visiting a museum, etc. The only problem is 
that, overwhelmingly, when we’re relieved of X we don’t go and do Y. Mainly because 
we’re too tired after earning the money we need in order to pay for X in the first place. So 
that Y devolves into self-medicating on Netflix and PS4. Which, naturally, further reinforce 
the need to go and work to pay for. Probably in a job that is equally meaningless. 
 

It often takes a Crisis to snap ourselves out of these kinds of tailspin. And if Covid-19 
leaves behind any positive lasting legacy it will be that it forced many of us to snap out of 
our own version of this meaningless trance. When you’re locked down 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week with the kids for more than a couple of weeks, you either go mad, or, in a fit 
of desperation, find yourself ordering-in some actual raw ingredients so you can spend the 
afternoon cooking together. 
 

Preparation of food, it turns out, is a highly meaningful act. Almost anything that we decide 
to do together ‘as a family’ also turns out to be meaningful. 
 

The start of the ‘big point’ here is that ‘Free, Perfect and Now’ is an end goal for a partial 
definition of the first-principles that ultimately drive human behaviour. In many ways, 
Silicon Valley’s success is built on three of these first principles – the Autonomy, 
Belonging and Competence of our ABC model. Designing for ABC ends up delivering 
Now, Free and a very partial, short-term version of Perfect. Usually in that order. And, of 
course, Free isn’t actually free. We might not have handed over any actual money to 
Google, Facebook or Twitter, but they’ve nevertheless extracted a high price from us. A 
price that means, by the time we hit the bottom of the slippery-slope they set us on, we 
have paid with our most valuable commodity, meaning.  
 

I’ll re-iterate my view that this has largely happened unwittingly on both the part of provider 
and customer. But, as I say the words, I also know that I have found it nigh on impossible 
to convince almost any of the providers we get to work with to add Meaning to the ABC 
model. In the private sector the number is approximately zero. The difference between 
including it or not we now know has a critical impact on where the world ends up. What 
emerges from ABC is Free, (short-term) Perfect & Now; what emerges from ABC-M is all 
the benefits and no negatives: 
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Figure 1: ABC Begets FPN; ABC-M Begets IFR  

 

I also believe that Meaning sits at a higher level than Autonomy, Belonging or 
Competence. So, if we exclude it from our thinking, there are other negative collateral-
damage consequences. One of the most visible right now comes from the education 
sector. An industry where, thanks again to well-intentioned but naïve organisations like 
Google, learners have been conditioned to expect ‘the answer’ to whatever question is 
posed will magically appear a tiny fraction of a second after pressing the Enter button. 
This kind of instant gratification is exceptionally good at satisfying our desire to feel 
Competent. Not just in the moment, but also as an expectation that, no matter what we 
realise we don’t know, comfort is just a click away. The problem with this, unfortunately, is 
this is not how learning works. ‘Googling it’ has somehow become conflated with learning 
it. But learning necessarily involves discomfort. It’s how the human brain evolved, and its 
how it still works. The emotional discomfort of not knowing something, and – more 
important – the struggle needed to uncover an answer is what pushes our brain into 
action. We only learn when our sense of Competence falls into the negative and we feel 
Incompetent. That uncomfortable feeling in the pit of our stomach is not just the trigger for 
learning, it is the thing that enables us to build our understanding of the world. And, 
crucially, to build Meaning. No pain, no gain. 
 

In the same way true Competence only comes if we have a clear sense of Meaning, true 
Belonging also comes from our sense of Meaning. We wear a mask – irrespective of its 
actual efficacy – not to protect ourselves, but to protect others from us. Back to fashion for 
a second, the industry has sought to encourage us to believe that the best way to join the 
‘in crowd’ is to wear what people in the in-crowd wear. Look like you Belong, and you’ll 
belong. Except, of course, that’s not how the real-world works. You might be wearing what 
the ‘cool’ people are wearing, but its only when you try and have a conversation with them 
and realise they have nothing to say, you begin to realise you’ve been duped, and that 
you’ve fallen into a tribe united only by their vacuous lack of Meaning. 
 

Again, let’s not get intellectually snobbish about this. Sometimes being in the cool crowd is 
good for us. I support Bradford City. The team colours are claret and amber. Probably one 
of the least fashionable colour combinations in the history of colour combinations. When 
I’m not at a match, it’s a pair of colours I’m very unlikely to wear. Should lockdown ever 
end and I’m allowed back at a match, inflicting claret and amber on myself is the only way 
to be accepted by the tribe. For a couple of hours at least. 
 

And yet again we find ourselves back in contradiction territory. The ultimate ‘first principle? 
I’m a firm believer that any and all contradictions can and will be solved. Some day, 
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somewhere, some smart thinker will find a way to achieve Meaning AND Belonging, 
Meaning AND Competence, Meaning AND Convenience, Meaning AND Now, but, I’d also 
say that in all four cases, the resolution will only be possible when the human brain has 
made a step-change advance from where it has thus far evolved. In the meantime, the 
real – human, meaningful – Ideal Final Result goal ought to be Free, Perfect and Later.  
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Definitely Not Funny – Worst Of 2020 Awards 
 
 
Joint ‘It-Can’t-Be-KLM-Again Suck’y-Airline Of The Year’ and ‘All-Conversations-
May-Be-Recorded-For-Training-Purposes Customer Service’ Awards – there could 
only be one winner in annus horribilis. This 2020 effectively started in March after we’d all 
watched China doing a bunch of ridiculous things to stop a virus that would never have 
anything to do with us. Oh how we laughed. And then didn’t. Mainly after, those of us 
unfortunate enough to live in the UK realised that we’d just elected a Government and a 
leader that had precisely none of the qualifications you’d like to see during an emergency. 
And, sure enough, it didn’t take long to realise that we’d managed to simultaneously 
achieve the world’s worst death toll and economic downturn. And so, Bulldog-spirit 
engaged, we watched BoJo the Clown lead the nation in a weekly clapathon to honour the 
NHS for their sterling service. It was tear-making in every sense of the phrase. Later, after 
the first wave had been successfully negotiated by PPE-less healthcare workers, NHS 
staff were polled on whether, in recognition of their efforts to fight Covid 19, they would 
prefer to be given a badge or a snack box. And with that, we began to get a first hint that 
2020 really wasn’t going to get better. The Government, as if to drive the point home, 
insisted we all comply with Test and Trace rules, and then excluded restaurants in the 
Palace of Westminster. And anywhere else that tired and emotional Tory MPs might need 
to urgently inflate their expenses. 
 

In September, ClownBoy announced a £100bn “Operation Moonshot” to fix Covid “within 
months”.  A month later it was leaked Moonshot was cancelled. The next day it was 
revealed the Government still pays over 200 private consultants up to £7000 per day each 
to work on Moonshot. So, 2 days after it was cancelled, it was reinstated, but, after 
thinking about it for 48hours old My-Lips-Are-Moving-So-I-Must-Be-Lying Johnson said it 
will “take time”. Meanwhile we were still giving £100bn to private suppliers for a vaguely 
rapid thingy to do a hazily defined whatchamacallit that will happen too slowly to produce 
any useful results. Ever. 
 

In May, the Pfeffel-Meister had reassured a grateful nation that “nobody will go hungry as 
a result of Coronavirus”. He then denied food to the UK's 600,000 poorest children. So 
footballer, Marcus Rashford, ran a campaign to get the kids fed. Then the Blonde Moptop 
congratulated Rashford on the MBE he got for his campaign. And then 3 days later, the 
Eton Mess refused to feed the kids again. And then, (because let's face it, allowing 
children to starve barely raises an eyebrow anymore) the Government won a vote in 
parliament to prevent child refugees from being reunited with their families. 
 

Staying on food, Britain-Trump pressed ahead with helping British people to lose weight. 
Mainly by taking away the money they would’ve just frittered away on carbohydrate-laden 
junk-food if they’d been left to their own devices. It was then reported that the (obviously) 
private contract to provide emergency food-parcels was charging £44 for a box that 
could’ve been bought from Aldi for £19. Not to mention the fact that the Blond Bombshell 
sponsored parcel contained literally past-its sell-by-date, rotting food.  
 

In September Bozza said “a free press is vital in holding the government to account”. A 
month later, government scientists reported they are being banned from speaking to the 
press, due to “the difficult political landscape”. Meaning silencing science is a purely 
political act. 
 

In other media news, it was revealed that following a long, noisy, mostly Lineker-focused 
campaign to cut the wages of BBC staff, the Tories offered to increase the wage of the 
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BBC Director General from £100k to £280k, but only if it could be Boris the Bulldozer’s 
friend Charles Moore. 
 

In June the government gave a contract for PPE worth £32m to Pestfix, a confectionery 
warehouse with assets of £18,000. The government paid 75% upfront, and the eventually 
delivered equipment all turned out to be faulty. The Government subsequently awarded a 
further five PPE contracts to Pestfix, this time worth £313m. Only to then find themselves 
being sued to find out why it’s covertly handing out almost £350m to a junk-food 
organisation for PPE it has proved it cannot supply. Leaving Pestfix to use some of its 
£350m lottery-win to pay lawyers to stop us finding out why it got £350m in the first place. 
Meanwhile, still no PPE.  
 

Next up, the Crumpled Buffoon announced the new lockdown rules were “simple enough 
for anybody to understand”. He immediately got them wrong, telling the press separated 
parents could not see their children. Quite convenient for a man who famously only 
acknowledges 57% of his offspring. Anyway, the Tousle-Haired Fuckwit then said the 
rules were obviously too complicated, so he would overhaul them. Again. 
 

He then said he’d liaise with local regions, and provide “improved financial support”. He 
then forgot to liaise with local regions, and cut their financial support. On a more personal 
level, The Lyin’ King said “whatever happens, nobody gets less than 93% of their current 
income”. In reality, people got a maximum 67% of their current income.  
 

The Government went on to say it would “stop at nothing” to support people in Tier 3 
areas. In Manchester, they stopped at £7.85 per person. By contrast, BJ-sycophant, 
Robert Jenrick, improperly arranged a £25m gift to his own constituency. Or, £237 per 
head. Or 30 times as much as Manchester. 
 

Still on the subject of money, the Gimp-Weasel paid £100k of public money for “IT advice” 
from Jennifer Arcuri. Who, having been unceremoniously deleted from his Russia-
approved Rolodex, admitted they were actually having an affair. 
 

The Mayor of Manchester didn’t ask for such largesse, or even offer to pole-dance for the 
Prime Minister; he just asked for Manchester to get the same amount of money per person 
that is being given to Lancashire. Beano-Boris said he “completely understands” why Andy 
Burnham objected to the settlement. And then stopped understanding, and said Andy 
Burnham was “playing politics” and therefore he would impose direct rule on the region’s 
democratically elected Mayor.  
 

In charge of his own Quest for The Truth was Matt Hancock, the forlorn Weeble being 
blackmailed by Dido Harding for something that still hasn’t been made public. Magic-Matt 
refused three times to tell parliament whether Serco are still being paid for all the Covid 
tests they lost. Which meant they definitely were. Hancock bought a million antibody tests 
which the Department for Evaluating Tests has said “cannot be trusted”.  He'd already, of 
course, blown £30 million on antibody tests that were “not fit for purpose”. Never let it be 
said, though, that he’s a man that doesn’t learn from his mistakes, and, by the time of the 
completely unpredictable second-spike, was making much more impressive mistakes. 
Not to be outdone, Apprentice-finalist, Rishi Sunak said the jobs of all actors were “not 
viable” and they should find a new career, using the Government’s shiny new careers 
website. Almost every person who used that site, was advised to become an actor. The 
UK arts sector generates over £23 billion a year and employs 370,000 people. The UK 
fishing sector generates under 1.4 billion a year and employees 24,000 people (7% as 
big). Guess which one Rishi Sunak, the sock-puppet in charge of the budget, declared to 
be viable? 
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But some sound decisions are still being made: yet another My Little Crony company run 
by another associate of a Tory peer got a £122m contract to provide PPE only 7 weeks 
after the business was founded, with no competitive tendering and, thus far, no PPE 
delivered. 250,000 businesses NOT closely aligned with leading Tories, meanwhile, 
couldn't access the loans the Government promised. But because the Government didn't 
track the loans it did give out, it's unlikely we’ll be able to get repaid for a few of them. 
Well, I say a few. About £26 billion worth. Slightly more than the £350M per week 
promised on The Uber-Liar’s magic bus in 2016. 
 

Back to Covid, a cabinet minister said “local lockdowns have no effect. I don’t know why 
we’re doing them”. Another cabinet minster said “there’s no science behind the 10pm pub 
curfew, it’s back of a fag packet stuff”. So the Government said they would introduce more 
local curfews on pubs. Obviously, they told the newspapers about this, but didn’t inform 
the actual councils responsible for delivering it. Mainly in the poor areas of the country, 
which were found to be four times more likely to be locked down than rich areas. 
 

Talking of the Grim North, in a further boost to the Government’s support for regions, 
Daniel Kawczynski, Tory trade envoy to Mongolia and successful one-way brain donor, 
called for the Welsh Assembly to be scrapped. He then called for improvements to his 
local hospital to be scrapped. In a pandemic. Not content with that piece of anti-logic, after 
many eventful years calling for Britain to leave the EU and objecting to a (non-existent) 
plan for an EU Army, Kawczynski, by his own admission a technically sane man, tweeted 
that we should “begin the process of creating an alternative EU” that is “predicated on 
defence”. This became a theme. Nay, more like a game. One in which Tory grandees tried 
to trump the others with the most outrageously stupid new policy suggestions. All Brexiters 
of course, because that’s the best way to ‘heal the wounds’. This initiative went into 
overdrive in October when it looked like the Pompous-One’s ‘oven-ready deal’ looked like 
it had skipped the middle-man and gone straight into the toilet. The Part-Time PM went on 
TV in the guise of a traumatised Shredded Wheat, and told us all we should get ready for 
No Deal. Mainly, it transpired because he was “startled by the EU insistence” that he 
sticks to the agreements that he, personally, insisted the EU signed. The Feckless 
Dummkopf, who had spent the last 4 years telling us the Human Rights Act is a terrible 
thing that Brexit will finally free us from, was then forced to promise the EU that he won’t 
rip up the Human Rights Act, cos we really desperately need a deal. Sadly, he also 
promised he’d stick to the Withdrawal Agreement, and didn’t. So the EU said the UK 
deciding to break international law “calls into question trust in future promises and 
negotiations”, which absolutely nobody saw coming, except for everybody. So the Sub-
Prime Minister said we should walk away and have an “Australian-type deal with the EU”. 
It was quickly explained that Australia doesn’t have a deal with the EU. In response to 
which The Blonde Clot, now a master of detail, amended it to Canada-style deal next time 
he was asked. But then it was revealed the Canada/EU deal includes an arbitration 
mechanism that he’d already rejected. John Redwood, a Tory MP and reigning Village 
Idiot All-Comers nonsense generation record holder, insisted all we want from the EU is 
the same thing Canada gets, such as protection of our fishing industry. Canada doesn’t 
have a fisheries deal with the EU. So, after a dizzying evening chasing reality in circles, it 
became an Australian-type deal again. Then, the business secretary was asked the 
difference between No Deal and Australian Deal and had to admit: nothing. Clearly, 
something special was required at this point. Enter, part-time un-MENSA-President, 
Andrew Bridgen, who said we wouldn’t be limited to trading on WTO rules, and that we 
could instead trade on “WTO plus”. No matter that such a thing doesn’t exist. 
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The Chairman of the Royal Institute for International Affairs said “it now seems likely that 
Brexit will lead to the break-up of the UK”. The head of the CBI and head of the Federation 
of Small Businesses said the UK was not ready for No Deal. The Tesco chairman said the 
UK will have months of food shortages after No Deal. The British Pharmaceutical Society 
said there would be shortages of medicines if we have No Deal. Then – another surreal 
moment in a year of surreal moments, William Shatner – yes, you read that correctly – got 
involved, explaining that Brexit means smaller overseas businesses importing into the UK 
have to pay £1000 just to file the forms to register for VAT, and therefore would likely stop 
trading with us. Reassuringly, the Government said it was “determined to continue to seek 
a deal”. And then they told the EU not to bother coming to London for more talks. And then 
multiple Tory MPs, each bearing suspiciously fresh lobotomy scars, tweeted identical 
suggestions to “sod the EU”. Michael Gove, the quasi-sentient crouton, who in 2019 
famously said “Let no one be in any doubt how difficult and damaging [No Deal] would be”, 
now went on TV and insisted the EU had to “make constructive moves towards a deal”. He 
then said, inside the same 2 minutes at the dispatch box in parliament, that talks had 
“effectively ended”; and then that the EU had taken the “constructive move” he demanded; 
and then that as a result, talks could now “intensify”. And then he refused to restart 
negotiations anyway and went to parliament to claim the UK would “do better” without the 
law enforcement cooperation we get from the EU. Which made even Theresa May gasp 
“utter rubbish”. And then he said we shouldn’t worry about the 12% unemployment the IFS 
predicts would be caused by a No Deal Brexit, because we can create lots of new jobs 
knitting several thousand miles of red-tape and tarmacking Kent.  
 

Back to led-by-the-science news, in May, only 47 days after South Korea introduced 
mandatory quarantine and free tests with a 24-hour result, the Government introduced 
quarantine after arriving UK airports. But we made it voluntary. And then we paused it. 
And then we re-introduced it, but made it shorter. And then we added fines. But we didn’t 
tell anybody to police the system. And then we said it was all under review. And then we 
talked about maybe announcing something new in November. And then we tried to 
pretend that it was a waste of time. Even though it was increasingly clear that those 
countries, like the UK, that hadn’t done a good job of quelling the virus, were increasingly 
susceptible to the crazy world of natural selection. Lots of virus means lots of opportunity 
for the virus to mutate. Which it did. Mainly in the UK, but also in a number of other 
countries, all of who’s citizens we continued to allow seamlessly through Heathrow into the 
Covid-19 mutation melting-pot. To eventually create a truly world-beating variant that 
transmits 70% more effectively – the sort of improvement figure the Government can only 
dream of – thus helping ensure the whole country would be locked-down again. Except 
Barnard Castle, which, since March has continued to do an excellent trade in eye-tests. 
 

Anyway, as we now know, the tarmacking of Kent project came to naught, partly because 
95% of lorry drivers said they’d never return to the UK whatever happened after December 
31, and partly because, following some world-beating capitulation, selling out the British 
fishing fleet, Scotland and Northern Ireland, the Gormless Truth-Vacuum, announced the 
signing of a world-beating Deal on Christmas Eve. In probably the only bit of strategy to 
outlast BJ’s average relationship-span, he finally got to tell everyone that the UK would 
indeed “have our cake and eat it”, thus closing a circle that had remained open since 
2016, when Brexit still meant Brexit. Except France stopped the flow of all traffic into 
Calais. So all the cake spent Christmas in the Kent lorry-park. In response to which the 
Government announced that we should mobilise our gunboats in order to achieve some 
cunning reverse-Dunkirk fight-them-on-the-beaches retaliation. Never mind though, stiff 
upper lip and all that, Bozzie Bear (latest flame’s nickname for him, apparently), told us it 
would all be fine because we signed a trade deal with Côte d’Ivoire. Adding to a list that 
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also includes other countries on the planet that we don’t trade anything with. Other than 
Panini football cards. 
 

Meanwhile, with Covid cases spiralling out of control again, the world-beating Test and 
Trace service sent hundreds of people to be tested at a testing site in Kent that didn’t 
exist. And then the world-beating app that is designed to give accurate information the 
public can rely on sent a series of incorrect and contradictory risk-level alerts. But good 
news: profits at prime contractor, Serco, jumped 20%. Probably the moment it was 
revealed that they’d been given contracts containing guaranteed payment irrespective of 
how incompetent or shoddy their work turned out to be. At the time of writing, no-one in 
the Government is daring to mention track and trace anything. On the one hand because 
the number of daily Covid cases was now over 50,000 and on the other, Panorama aired a 
documentary talking to track and trace operatives who said they were averaging one track 
and trace phone call a week. And as a result were feeling guilty that they were being paid. 
Even though it was barely above minimum wage because Serco management had their 
profit-related bonuses to think about.  
 

Still on the subject of profit, Bullingdon-Bertie was rumoured to want to resign in March 
because his salary was too low. That’s what happens, I guess, when a person isn’t able to 
keep his dick in his pants whenever he finds himself in close proximity to anyone with 
bigger tits than his own. Which wasn’t, by the way, a reference to his Cabinet. Although, 
having said that, with Gavin Williamson, Grant Shapps, Dominic Raab and William Rees-
Mogg all in the room, you just never know.  
 

Which then leaves poor old Captain Hindsight, Labour leader Keir Starmer to wonder just 
what he needs to do to get a break. The Hindsight moniker was intended to be one of  
Porky-Pie Wooster-Johnson’s Question-time pithy argument deflectors. It was indeed a 
good phrase. Especially when it became apparent that, in true Orwellian fashion, what it 
really meant was that Starmer told the Government what to do, The Worst Prime-Minister 
in the history of worst prime ministers told him he was talking nonsense, only to then, no 
more than 48 hours later, do a u-turn and followed precisely what ‘Captain Hindsight’ had 
told him to do. In a sane world, the public would have worked out that this is not the way 
Government is supposed to function. But the UK doesn’t do sanity anymore, and 
consequently, if there was another election tomorrow, Teflon-Johnson would still get 
elected. Because all his echo-chambered supporters apparently think he’s been doing ‘the 
best he can’. Under the circumstances. At which point, the Starmer and the 48% of  
disenfranchised Brits, hold their hands in the air, sing Happy Birthday two times, and hope 
they’ll wake up tomorrow to find it has all been a dream. A very twisted Kafkaesque 
dream, but a dream nevertheless. So, anyway, yeah, this year’s Customer Service Award 
winner is the UK Government. Happy 2021.  
 

 
Kent Lorry Park – The World’s Only Government Incompetence Visible From Space 
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The Depeche Mode Everything-Counts-In-Large-Amounts Literature Award – …2020 
was a strange year, with many of life’s expectations turned upside-down. Pre-pandemic 
the cost-quality convention meant that if you wanted more quality, you should expect to 
pay more for it. This year, thanks to every ‘author’ on the planet being locked down and 
figuring they’d use the time to good advantage and write a book, that correlation appears 
to have been broken. So, if you want to grab hold of a copy of this year’s Worst Book, 
you’re going to have to fork out the best part of £70. That’s seventy actual pounds. Of 
actual money. Free shipping though, if you buy it through Amazon, so I imagine that helps. 
Understanding Innovation Through Exaptation was published in July. In fairness to the 
authors, their title tells you from the getgo that you don’t have to buy it. Not if you want to 
know anything about innovation that is. There’s a small segment of the academic 
community that remains convinced exaptation is the primary mechanism through which 
innovation takes place. This belief, if I count the number of examples of exaptation these 
academics have managed to accumulate over the past decade, seems to be built around 
six instances. The usual one being feathers. Which evolved to provide warmth, before 
being repurposed to provide flight. We’ve made a couple of attempts to try and kill the tide 
of exaptive bullshit that has emerged in the wake of this story 
(https://darrellmann.com/exaptation-and-the-innovation-elephant/ if you’re feeling bored), 
but it sometimes feels like the boy sticking his finger in the dike. The moment you kill one 
leak, ten minutes later another one appears. And then along comes ‘Understanding 
Innovation Through Exaptation’ and the boy finds himself looking at a tsunami of 
misunderstanding, naivety and some of the most disingenuous half-science ever 
committed to paper.  
 

 
 
It's difficult to know where to start, criticism-wise. By Chapter 2, ‘Nature-Inspired 
Optimization Methods’ comes the realisation that, counter to the book’s title, the authors 
not only don’t know what innovation is, but that they believe it is the precise opposite of 
what it is. By Chapter 7, just when you think can’t get any more wrong-headed, we get 
seven pages of blather on ‘Affordance Landscapes’. Which is like optimization only not as 
optimal. After that, the whole premise of the book spirals down the toilet. Which wouldn’t 
be so bad if they countered their misunderstanding with a catalogue of brilliant exaptation 

https://darrellmann.com/exaptation-and-the-innovation-elephant/
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examples. Exaptation is a tiny contributor to the innovation story, but we know it’s tiny 
because we only ever hear the same half dozen examples over and over and over again. 
And, guess what? All six are present and correct in the book. With still no new examples. 
Regular readers of the ezine will know we have a bit of a ‘thing’ against books built on 
single case studies. Now we can extend that dislike to books based on six. One day this 
has got to stop. 
 
The Necessity-Is-Not-Always-The-Mother Invention Award – We decided we needed a 
new strategy this year. Picking bad pet patents has become a bit like shooting fish in a 
barrel. Ditto bad Apple or Facebook patents. Ditto golf. And so Rule #1 this year was to 
eliminate all three of those categories from the running. When the panel found 
US10,820,060, ‘Asynchronous Co-watching’ from the sinister world-destroying fiends at 
Facebook, there was some protest, but we manged to hold firm. No doubt helped 
ultimately when we found 10,642,939, ‘Systems and methods for generating jokes’, 
granted to – checks notes – ‘comedy writer’ Joe Taplyn on May 5. I’ve always thought that 
the very best way to ensure comedy wasn’t funny was to analyse it. Turns out I was 
wrong. The new best way to ensure comedy isn’t funny is to write a piece of software to 
write the joke. The patent document itself is relatively short on belly laughs, but here’s a 
sample, just to get you in the mood: 
 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a novel joke generating system and method free from the 
limitations inherent in the above-described conventional joke generation systems. Various of the disclosed 
embodiments concern systems, methods, and computer-readable storage media for responding to input 
obtained from a user via an interactive device, or from a database, by generating an original, contextually 
integrated (relevant), and humorous joke that requires no human editing. In some embodiments, a user may 
interact with the system via a mobile device, tablet, desktop computer, laptop computer, robot (including 
social robot), doll, toy, game, telephone, audio/video interface, chatbot, digital assistant, voice assistant, AI 
virtual assistant, conversational agent, smart speaker, virtual reality (VR) interface, virtual agent, embodied 
virtual agent, embodied avatar, smart home appliance, smart home device, smart environment, smart 
furniture, voicebot, chatbot, or the like. During the interaction, the system may receive a text string as an 
input. In some implementations this may involve software of the system converting a user's audio input 
(spoken sentence, paragraph, etc.) into a text string and inputting that text string into a component or 
element of the system. A topic sentence is selected from the text string and keywords in the topic sentence 
are identified and extracted. For each keyword, related words or phrases previously stored in a database of 
the system are identified and various features are extracted from them. The most promising related words or 
phrases are linked in various ways to form candidate punch words. The system ranks the candidate punch 
words and then selects the punch words that rank the highest over a preset threshold. To those punch 
words and the topic sentence, the system adds bridge words that are related to the topic sentence and to 
the punch words, thus creating an original, contextually integrated, and humorous joke response. 
 

You get the picture. Unlike Joe Taplyn, who, in a desperate bid to promote his ‘Witscript’ 
invention, has been doing the rounds trying to license it. You can, for example, find an 
hour’s worth of Taplyn wit at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RzZOeHBJ2U. Here are 
a couple of the ‘jokes’ written – ‘without human intervention’ Joe re-assures us – by 
Witscript: 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RzZOeHBJ2U
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Or, how about this little portmanteau-based doozy… 
 

 
 

Have you ever found yourself in one of those situations where you’re so embarrassed for 
someone that you feel your toes curling? And then after a while you’re unable to un-curl 
them? That’s what Witscript is like. Except. And here’s a twist I wasn’t expecting, after a 
while my poor, cramped, curled toes started to make me laugh. And then everything 
became funny. Joe Taplyn describing himself as a ‘humor engineer’ for example. Or 
hearing that Witscript had delivered the ‘Holy Grail of AI’. Or, my favourite, that the jokes 
presented above weren’t quite generated automatically. Yes, they were generated from 
Witscript, but Joe had intervened in the final stage of the process to select the ‘top 10%’ of 
Witscript’s outpourings. By now I’m in a foetal ball on the floor I was laughing so much. 
This really was the Holy Grail of comedy. What Spinal Tap did for ‘rockumentary’ film-
making, Joe Taplyn’s YouTube video has now done for computer science. Complete with 
every Powerpoint presentation mistake ever perpetrated all in one place. He is a genius 
and I won’t hear a bad word against him. Sir, I salute you and your Plan Nine From Outer-
Space scale comedy prowess. The all-time best spoof ever. The best cure for lockdown-
blues ever. As Joe himself says, ‘human beings can be less lonely’. 
 
The Slow-Fast-Moving-Consumer-Goods Design Excellence Award – Not content 
with destroying democracy, Facebook spent much of 2020 trying to convince their 
increasingly addled public to go one step further and acquire a Facebook Portal. So 
Zuckerberg could sit behind his wizard’s curtain in front of a wall of screens able to extract 
the final scintilla of value from every person on the planet. In a normal year, Portal would 
have walked away with the Worst new product of the year award. But this wasn’t a normal 
year, and so we have to look for a deeper level of incompetence. Which, inevitably brings 
us to anything and everything that Dido Harding – sorry, Baroness Harding of Winscombe, 
with epic failure comes epic reward in Tory-Britain – laid her inverse-Midas jockey-hands 
on.   
 

For those outside the UK that might not have heard of the Baroness is a peer in the House 
of Lords thanks to her close friend David Cameron, who appointed her there in 2014 for, 
as Tories, do, being their mate. She’s on the board of the Jockey Club, the largest 
commercial horse racing organisation in the country who are responsible for running the 
Cheltenham Festival. You might recall that despite lockdown measures, Cheltenham 
Festival went ahead this year. This is especially pertinent, since Cheltenham is in the 
constituency of Health Secretary Matt Hancock, a big fan of horse racing and this event 
attracts a quarter of a million people over 4 days. All those people all in one place and 
£350,000 in donations to Hancock from the horse racing fraternity couldn’t possibly have 
anything to do with that. 
 

Prior to this year’s incompetence, she was the CEO for the mobile company TalkTalk who 
under her charge in 2010 was fined a record £400,000 for failing to prevent hackers 
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accessing the personal data of more than 150,000 TalkTalk customers. The following 
year, still under her management, TalkTalk was the recipient of Money Mail’s infamous 
Wooden Spoon Award for shoddy Customer Service, which it won the following year as 
well. Apparently poor Dido didn’t quite understand the idea that a wooden spoon was a 
bad thing and so willingly posed for a celebratory photo. 
 

Hancock then, despite her record with TalkTalk, put her in charge of Track and Trace — 
what could go wrong? Turns out, quite a lot. Despite the fact that it was oven ready. Oh, 
no, sorry, that’s the other thing. Track and trace was ‘world beating’. Only in its failure. It 
should’ve been the flagship example of how our government were tackling Coronavirus to 
keep us safe, get the pandemic reducing and get us all back to normal. It is supposed to 
do exactly what it says on the tin — who has it, track who they’ve met, trace them and 
isolate them. Idiot-proof in its simplicity really. Well it would’ve been if the Government 
hadn’t taken 6 months to even bother with a track and trace system. Then we were going 
to ignore the already proven systems from other parts of the world. Even though they were 
offered for free. So we could develop our own much better one. That, sadly, wouldn’t be 
compatible with Apple or Google. Or remembered that an Excel spreadsheet only allows 
for a million lines. Such was her rank incompetence at this seemingly simple brief, local 
councils ended up setting up their own track and trace systems. One of the biggest 
outbreaks here in the South West, was in Weston super-Mare, an outbreak that started at 
the local hospital. Weston’s Tory MP, John Penrose, naturally, is married to, ahem, Dido 
Harding. It was, to slightly paraphrase Dido, the cherry on the incompetence cake. 
 

 
 

It's a litany of failure that still hasn’t ended, though, because Matt Hancock, her horsey 
mate, has now decided to scrap Public Health England and replace it with something new, 
so new it doesn’t yet have a name, but has put Dido Harding in charge of it anyway. 
Public Health England are, in the words of their government page — yes I said 
government page — an executive agency of the Department of Health and Social Care 
(DHSC), the department run by Matt Hancock himself. So why scrap something he’s 
already in charge of? Basically to blame the entire coronavirus failure on a section of his 
own department. So now Hancock is set to replace his scapegoated subordinate 
organisation with another to do just the same thing, except this time he doesn’t want to be 
in charge of it, so it’s getting outsourced to Dido Harding. What could go wrong? 
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Well. Remember her husband? John Penrose? In May of this year, during the pandemic, 
he joined a right-wing think tank called 1828. This think tank, who’s ethos is apparently 
‘championing freedom’ has published articles calling for Public Health England scrapped. 
In fact it’s so right-wing that one of its co-founders wrote that they want the entire NHS 
scrapped and replaced with an Insurance style system. So, we have a Conservative Peer, 
married to a Conservative MP, with close links to Matt Hancock through the horseracing 
industry. Who, despite a track record of terrible management at TalkTalk was put in 
charge of Track and Trace by Hancock & mishandled it so badly she couldn’t even prevent 
a significant outbreak in her husband’s own constituency and was therefore anything but 
world beating. You couldn’t make it up.  
 
Let’s All Jump Off A Cliff Advertising Suicide Award: I think I can safely say we’ve 
never had a situation where a body has managed to win more than one of our Awards. 
This year, the UK Government ends up with three. But only because they haven’t filed any 
patents or written any books about innovation. Anyway, we’ll keep this one brief. Prior to 
Dominic Cumming’s cardboard box carrying departure from Number 10, following on from 
his ‘Take Back Control’ stroke of genius, and creation of the Nudge Unit, the British 
population spent 2020 being bombarded with a host of other pithy slogans. From now on 
everything had to be ‘world-beating’ or ‘oven ready’ or preferably both. Here’s the Top Five 
pieces of meaningless 2020 pith: 
 
5. Don’t kill your Gran… 

 
4. ‘Back to Normal’ by Easter/Summer/Christmas/insert-random-date-here 
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3. Sovereignty 
 

 
 

2=. World-Beating/Oven-Ready 
 

 
 
 

1. Next Slide Please 

 
 

…you know you live in a failed nation when we spend every evening for the best part of a 
year watching the Government fail to invest in a slide-clicker. 
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Patent of the Month – Metasurface Skin Cloak 
 
 

 

We head into Holy Grail type territory for our Patent of the Month this month. A trio of 
inventors at the University of California, who has US10,883,799 granted to them on 
January the 5th. ‘Metasurface Skin Cloak’ is the Patent Office language for ‘invisibility 
cloak’ normally a staple of science fiction and fantasy, from Star Trek to Harry Potter. 
Here’s what the background section of the patent has to say: 

A cloak is a device that can render objects invisible to incoming waves. 

Transformation optics and metamaterials provide powerful tools for building cloaking devices. 
Different schemes relying either on coordinate transformation or scattering cancellation have been 
studied. Although the concept of cloaking was first proposed for electromagnetic waves, soon it 
was extended to acoustic waves, heat flows, elastic or seismic waves, and even the matter waves. 
A quasi-conformal mapping technique was used to design a so-called carpet cloak that conceals 
an object by restoring the wavefront as if it were reflected from a flat surface. This technique 
relaxes the requirements of hard-to-achieve material properties and anisotropy as in the case of 
the original cloak, thereby making it easier to design and fabricate. Such invisibility carpet cloaks 
were demonstrated experimentally from microwave to optical frequencies. 

There are still substantial limitations in current optical cloak designs that apply the quasi-conformal 
mapping technique. Realization requires refractive index modulation over a large volume to avoid 
extremely high or low index, leading to a bulky cloak. In addition, sophisticated three-dimensional 
(3D) fabrication processes with very high spatial resolution are necessary. Therefore, it is 
challenging to scale up this design to macroscopic sizes. In addition, the varying index has to be 
less than that of the environment in certain regions, making it difficult to create a cloak that works 
in air. As a result, the cloak is usually embedded in a dielectric prism of higher index which, 
however, introduces an additional phase in the reflected light and makes the optical cloak itself 
visible by phase-sensitive detection. 

Which, to probably over-simplify, tells us that there’s a contradiction between the desire to 
achieve invisibility (‘refractive index modulation’) being impeded thus far by the volume of 
material required to do it. Here’s what that problem looks like when mapped on to the 
Contradiction Matrix: 
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And, again to probably do a dis-service to the deep cunning underpinning the invention, is 
how the contradiction has been resolved: 

In contrast to the previous bulky design using continuous refractive index distribution over a 
volumetric space, the metasurface skin cloak reroutes the light and restores the wavefront 
scattered from the object by compensating for the phase difference using phase-shifting resonant 
elements on the cloak surface. With the complete wavefront and phase recovery, a 3D object of 
arbitrary shape may be concealed using a metasurface skin cloak. 
The metasurface skin cloak disclosed herein comprises subwavelength-scale blocks or 
nanoantennas and a dielectric layer which provide distinct phase shifts locally to the scattered 
electromagnetic waves. On the basis of this phase control capability, the metasurface skin cloak 
can be designed so that the phase of the scattered light, at each point on the surface of the cloak, 
would be the same as that of light reflected from a flat mirror. For an oblique-angle (.theta., .phi.) 
light incident on an arbitrarily shaped 3D object at a height of h with respect to the reference plane 
(see Figure), the introduced phase shift should compensate the phase difference between the light 
scattered by the object and that reflected from the reference plane. The phase difference, which is 
.DELTA..PHI.=-2k.sub.0h cos .theta.+.pi., where k.sub.0 is the free space wave number, can be 
calculated. The additional .pi. term represents the phase jump induced by a reflecting mirror. 
Therefore, nanoantennas designed with local .DELTA..PHI. phase shift should realign the 
scattered wavefront. Moreover, the phase should be completely restored, rendering the object 
undetectable even for phase-sensitive instruments. 

 

Which initially sounds like a combination of Principles 1 and 17. But then there’s the clever 
bit about ‘phase-shifting resonant elements’, which sound rather more like Principle 28C, 
or preferably 18. One to add to the Matrix, I think, and perhaps a timely reminder that the 
Matrix provides users with the ‘most frequently used’ Principles and not the ‘only’ 
Principles for a given conflict pair. Beyond that, I’m off to stand in the queue for a fitting for 
my first invisibility suit. 

Check out https://scitechdaily.com/scientists-develop-an-ultrathin-invisibility-cloak/ for a 
short video and a lay-person description of the invention. 

https://scitechdaily.com/scientists-develop-an-ultrathin-invisibility-cloak/
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Best of the Month – MC24  
 

 

 
It is the best of times, it is the worst of times, it is the age of wisdom, it is the age of 
foolishness. Bruce Mau’s latest book, MC24 (Phaidon), arrives in the midst of a ravaging 
global pandemic, a world chock full of echo-chambers, Brexit and unhelpful climate 
change. But also at a time when the world has never needed visionary thinking more. Now 
is the time for innovators. And designers. 
 

One of the 24 principles of Massive Change – the name of Mau’s design network and the 
M and C of this month’s Best Book award winning title – is “Always Search For the Worst.” 
As Mau writes, “The greater the problem, the worse the crisis, the harsher the experience, 
the bigger the design opportunity.” He states that practically everything we need to do has 
to change. And he believes it can. 
 

Mau is a self-described radical optimist. And his two dozen principles – each a major 
mind-set challenge, like “Design Your Own Economy,” accompanied by a discussion on 
the seemingly impossible realities inherent in such a task and examples of people who 
have risen to it – attest to his unwavering commitment. Mau has long been a champion of 
expanding design’s perceived role: He sees doctors and entrepreneurs as designers, 
whether they define themselves that way or not, when they use innovative thinking and 
tools to create new, better outcomes. As he declared in a recent interview, “my definition 
of design is the ability to envision a future and systematically execute the vision.” His book 
thoughtfully gathers examples of this creative determination, from the novel economic 
model that Aravind Eye Care System in India instituted in order to treat an overwhelming 
cohort of poor patients to the empathetic observations that led to inventor Dean Kamen’s 
eye-level creating wheelchair. 
 

MC24 is the first book that Mau has authored since Massive Change (2004), a companion 
to the globetrotting blockbuster exhibition, produced with students at the Institute without 
Boundaries, a program Mau founded at George Brown College in Toronto. The ongoing 
Massive Change project, which began in the early 2000s and is still active today, 
catapulted the idea of design’s central role in solving the world’s most challenging 
problems. It was also transformative for Mau. Prior to it, he had been a highly renowned 
Toronto-based graphic designer. His creative direction for Zone Books and his 
collaboration with Rem Koolhaas – on S,M,L,XL, which rewrote the rules on monographs 
– broke the mould; and his stream-of-consciousness rumination on his own brand’s work, 
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the free-wheeling and often-poetic Lifestyle, also endures as an icon. But Massive Change 
cemented his reputation as a preeminent thought leader and change maker, a conceptual 
guru who saw design, or its opposite, design failure, at the heart of everything, from single 
products to complex infrastructural systems. 
 

Today, Mau is based in Chicago, where he runs the Massive Change Network and serves 
as Chief Design Officer at Freeman. Over his 30-plus-year career, he has collaborated 
with megabrands like Coca Cola, on the sustainability platform that involved upcycling 
PET bottles into Emeco chairs; nations like Denmark and Guatemala, on their legacy-
proud but future-oriented branding; and star architects like Frank Gehry, on numerous 
projects including Panama’s Biomuseo, where Mau designed the mandate and the 
program, which exemplify the MC principle “We Are Not Separate From or Above Nature.” 
 

The stories of these partnerships are found throughout MC24. Story-telling is, of course, 
an effective way to unpack process, the motivations inherent in it, and the domino effect of 
decisions and prototypes made over time in the pursuit of a final result. And Mau is just as 
enthralled by the journey as the destination. In one of the biographical vignettes he 
includes, he recalls the experience of getting lost in the woods surrounding his farmhouse 
in Northern Ontario as a kid in order to explain how, when you’re grasping for clues to your 
own survival, every detail comes into sharp focus. This terror of the unknown, which 
recurred for him much later in life, when he and his team were trying to puzzle their way 
through the Massive Change exhibition, is what designers routinely face if they are doing 
their jobs right. And he has a principle for that: “Think Like You Are Lost in the Forest.” 
Read as a manual for a designer-entrepreneur-thinker-policy-changer, MC24 offers insight 
for tasks both big and small. A simple exhortation to “Sketch: Hey Everybody Let’s Fail” 
reminds us that there’s no wrong way to draw, and that unmooring ourselves from our 
insecurities around our inadequate pencil-wielding skills opens up to us an endlessly agile 
method of working out ideas. “Compete With Beauty” is a much bigger challenge and 
argument. Mau advocates for the power of beauty and writes a rhapsodic tribute to his 
friend, the war photographer Paolo Pellegrin, who still finds beauty in human beings, even 
after he has seen the worst of humanity. Then there’s the macro-scaled “Design for the 
Power Double Double.” In the doubling of the earth’s population (which over the past half 
century has gone from four billion to approaching eight billion), Mau views an opportunity 
where others might see impending disaster, for the Earth and already-strained regions and 
societies. The inevitable doubling of humans, he explains, will result in the doubling of 
ingenuity to address those same social and environmental concerns. This is predicated, of 
course, on redesigning our education systems to better nurture the latent potential of 
people around the world. 
 

His book is full of bold, big-hearted vision of this kind. And it’s all good. Now the world is 
between s-curves, there’s never been a better time for bringing down the house and 
building something better in its place. Achieving this demands the sort of optimism Mau 
expounds. It is a positivism, however, that stays well clear of the ‘power of positive 
thinking’ woo-woo crowd. Mau’s book is about shifting mind sets towards “fact-based 
optimism” as a first step towards understanding and approaching the world’s wickedest 
problems. It can be read from the point of view of what an individual can achieve in 
business, or of what a group of people (Mau champions the shift from Renaissance 
Person to Renaissance Teams) can bring about on the world scale. In iterating the hidden 
process behind how he works, and how a number of the people he profoundly admires 
work – and building on the cult-status Incomplete Manifesto for Growth (1998), his earlier 
attempt at foregrounding the themes that influence his creativity – Mau has laid out what 
may be, outside the world of TRIZ at least, the ultimate how-to.  
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Wow In Music – Aja  
 
 

 
 
If I had to make a bet which record I’ve played most in my life, the safe money would be 
on Steely Dan’s sixth album, Aja. I bought it the week it came out in 1977, and I still play it 
at least once a month even today. When I’m flying long distance, it’s almost always my go 
to 37,000’ album. At different points in time, each one of the seven tracks on the album 
have been my favourite. I could’ve picked any of them for this feature, but in the end I 
opted for the title track. 
 

For the uninitiated, Steely Dan is known for jazz-influenced arrangements, acerbic lyrics, 
and pristine production. Sound-wise, coming at the same time as the beginnings of punk, 
the band’s ‘smooth’ sound was often denigrated as ‘yacht-rock’, but the contrast with the 
power of the lyrical rebelliousness meant that they were pretty much left alone come the 
punk revolution proper.  Even non-fans, I think, recognise the brilliance of Aja. For many 
music lovers, it’s their first choice for a late-night listen. Audiophiles use it to audition high 
end stereo speakers. Jazz purists discuss its intricacies with classic rock veterans. It is 
most likely, too, the album all Steely Dan fans will find themselves converging on as the 
band’s best. Even though, here again, through my life I think that at one point or another 
each of their other albums has spent time at the top of my Steely Dan favourite’s list. Aja 
has stayed there the longest. 
 

Donald Fagen and Walter Becker had formed Steely Dan as a band in the early seventies, 
serving as the group’s principal songwriters. They combined their love of rhythm and blues 
with their deep appreciation of jazz. They weren’t a rock band with horns or a jazz fusion 
band. Steely Dan was something different and unique — a rock band that used jazz 
harmonies. 
 

By the time of Aja, Fagen and Becker were the only permanent band members (although 
original guitarist Denny Dias often appeared as a guest). They supplemented their 
instruments with the best session players in New York and Los Angeles. Their jazz rock 
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sound, with hardly a traditional major or minor chord in sight, was recorded with the utmost 
care thanks to the work of producer Gary Katz and engineer Roger Nichols. 
 

Although Aja generated three singles – “Peg,” “Deacon Blues,” and “Josie” — many 
consider the title track one of the greatest songs of Steely Dan’s long career. Clocking in 
at eight minutes, “Aja” was the longest song the Dan recorded, and the most intricate. Its 
sophisticated structure makes it more like a suite than a single song. In fact, Becker and 
Fagen created it by combining several of their (Principle 40) unfinished songs. In addition 
to Becker’s guitar and Fagen’s keyboards, the song featured a who’s who of great jazz 
musicians — Steve Gadd on drums, Wayne Shorter on sax, Larry Carlton on guitar, and 
Joe Sample on keys. The song also featured a guest appearance by the Eagles’ Timothy 
B. Schmit on background vocals, angelically doubling Fagen’s acerbic vocal (Principle 37) 
through most of the lyric. 
 

There are Web sites devoted to interpreting Steely Dan’s lyrics, and “Aja” is no exception. 
According to Fagen, it was based on a Korean woman named Aja, although he also said 
that it’s about the “tranquillity that can come of a quiet relationship with a beautiful 
woman.” But, you don’t need to understand the lyrics to come along for this exotic journey. 
 

We begin with a four bar introduction – Michael Omartian‘s jazz piano with some light 
rides on the cymbals. Electric piano and guitar duet across the stereo spectrum. Fagen 
sings a three line verse about the people “up on the hill” who “don’t stare” because “they 
just don’t care” (0:17).  Are they the people who don’t approve of the singer’s 
relationship/infatuation with Aja? Or are they too caught up in their own lives to even 
notice her? Whoever they are, Becker/Fagen insert a few instrumental bars (including 
some marimba from percussionist Victor Feldman) to separate them from the singer 
(0:26). Already, the structure of the song is unlike any other song by Steely Dan — or any 
other group for that matter. We’re drawn into the (Principle 12 in reverse) mystery. 
 

The dispassionate people of the verse are offset by the chorus’ “Chinese music in the 
banyan trees” (0:38). Yet, there’s really nothing Eastern about the percussion, which 
provides a Latin-tinged rhythm. Stacked vocals over jazz cluster chords accompany the 
first mention of “Aja.” On the word “you”, the song seems to suspend in time (Principle 31). 
 

A brief electric piano arpeggio (1:07) returns us to another instrumental interlude and a 
second verse. Again, the arrangement contrasts the “hill people” of the verse with the 
heroine of the chorus. “Throw out the hardware,” sings Fagen. “Let’s do it right.”  
 

We now enter an extended instrumental section that is like a song unto itself (Principle 17) 
with intros, verses, and solo sections. It begins with an eight-bar introduction and two 
“verses” featuring a melody played by the marimba (2:16). The rhythm is driven by the 
percussion and not the drums. It feels as if we are visiting a tropical island. About halfway 
through the section (3:08), a Denny Dias guitar solo makes us lose all sense of rhythm 
(Principle 22). We don’t know where we are in the song or what will happen next. Just 
when we’ve lost our place, the marimba section of the instrumental returns with Dias 
soloing over top (3:30). Is Aja Chinese, Latin, or Hawaiian? And why is Fagen blowing a 
police whistle (a different Principle 17)? Before we have time to ponder these questions, 
the “guitar out of time” section returns (4:13). 
 

One might expect the verse to return at this point, but the Dan have other plans. In place 
of the verse, we get a great eight bar drums/saxophone solo courtesy of Gadd and Shorter 
(4:42). They solo while the rest of the band plays a single (Principle 19) syncopated chord. 
Another interlude (4:58) where the solo appears to be winding down. But, Shorter and 
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Gadd aren’t finished yet. They perform a (Principle 34) second eight bar solo (5:14) 
followed by another interlude. 
 

Finally, the tranquil mood of the introduction returns (5:48). It brings us back to a familiar 
place. We get a final verse about the people on the hill. This time Fagen sings of “angular 
banjos”.  The song ends with a long fade out (6:57), featuring a spectacular 28+ bar drum 
solo by Gadd over repeated chords by the rest of the band punctuated by Fagen’s 
synthesizer. According to Gadd, he nailed the solo on only the second take. 
 
“Aja” is a masterpiece that sucks you into its magical world. Each musician’s performance 
is perfect for the song with not a single note out of place. In fact, jazz critics routinely rate 
both Gadd’s and Shorter’s playing on this song as highlights of their respective careers. 
Despite, it later turned out, Shorter being reluctant to participate in the session. For Steve 
Gadd, the two drum solos were probably the making of his future session career. 
 

Despite its complexity, and unlike most of the other tracks on the album, "Aja" took a very 
short time to record, which Steely Dan credit to the musicians' ability to learn it quickly, 
without rehearsals. Jazz critic Ben Sidran later called the recording session "a moment 
when ... pop music suddenly took a turn left." 
 

The complex song structure takes us on a journey much like the singer’s journey from the 
land of “the hill” to the exotic world of Aja. “Aja” is the high point of an album filled with high 
points, an album that is itself a high point of Steely Dan’s career. 
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Investments –  SARS-CoV-2 Detection 
 
 

 
 

Researchers have developed an assay that can detect the presence of SARS-CoV-2 in a 
nasal swab using a device attached to an ordinary smartphone, they report December 4 in 
the journal Cell. Although more research is needed before such a test can be rolled out, 
the results are promising and ultimately may be applicable to screening more broadly for 
other viruses. 
 

"Our study shows that we can do the detection part of this assay very quickly, making the 
measurement with mass-produced consumer electronics," says Daniel Fletcher, a 
bioengineer at the University of California in Berkeley and co-senior author on the paper. 
"We don't need fancy laboratory equipment." 
 

Fletcher and other co-senior author Melanie Ott (@TheOttLab), a virologist at Gladstone 
Institutes and the University of California, San Francisco, began collaborating with Nobel 
laureate Jennifer Doudna, also a co-author on the study, about two years ago on a rapid, 
at-home test for HIV. They were looking to address the need for frequent testing that has 
arisen because of current drug trials that require close monitoring of patients' viral loads. 
When COVID-19 hit the scene in January, they quickly pivoted their research to develop a 
test that would detect the presence of a different virus--SARS-CoV-2. 
 

The test makes use of CRISPR-Cas technology. Specifically, RNA in the sample can be 
detected with the Cas13 enzyme, eliminating the need for reverse transcription of the RNA 
into DNA and then amplification by PCR technology used in current standard tests. When 
Cas13 binds to the RNA from the virus, it cleaves any surrounding RNA sequences; the 
researchers added an RNA-based probe to the reaction that gets cleaved and produces 
fluorescence that can be detected with the camera. The assay provides results within 30 
minutes of detection time. 
 

In the current study, which was primarily designed to be a test of the amplification-free 
CRISPR-Cas technology and the detector, the nasal swabs were spiked with SARS-CoV-
2 RNA. The investigators are currently working on a solution that would induce a single-
step reaction in which the RNA is released from the virus without the need for purification. 
Because it doesn't require amplification, the assay is able to quantify the amount of virus 
in the sample. 
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"It's super exciting to have this quantitative aspect in the assay," Ott says. "PCR is the 
gold standard, but you have to go through so many steps. There are huge opportunities 
here for pathogens and for biology in general to make RNA quantification more precise." 
 

The fluorescence detector consists of a laser to produce illumination and excite the 
fluorescence and an added lens to help collect light. The phone is placed on top of it. "One 
takeaway is that the phone camera is ten times better than the plate reader in the lab," Ott 
says. "This is directly translatable to it being a better diagnosis reader." Previous research 
in Fletcher's lab has led to phone-based devices that visually detect parasites in blood and 
other samples, and the current assay demonstrates how phone cameras can also be 
useful for molecular detection. 
 

Ultimately, Fletcher and Ott would like to have this type of test be part of a broader system 
that could be used at home to screen not only for SARS-CoV-2 but other viruses – like 
those that cause colds and flu. But more immediately, the researchers hope to develop a 
testing device using this technology that could be rolled out to pharmacies and drop-in 
clinics. They would like to get the cost of testing cartridges down to about $10. 
 

Ott notes that what they've learned developing this SARS-CoV-2 test can also be applied 
to their work with HIV tests. "We will need to change the extraction methods because we'll 
be dealing with blood instead of nasal swabs, but it's really helpful that we've developed 
the fluorescent detection part," she says. "This is the start of an era when we can give the 
individual more authority and autonomy" in terms of being able to test themselves. 
 
 
Read more: 
Cell, Fozouni et al.: "Direct detection of SARS-CoV-2 using CRISPR-Cas13a and a mobile 
phone" https://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(20)31623-8 
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Generational Cycles –  The Sovereign Individual 
 
 

 
 

If you live in the UK and have spent the last five years wondering what has happened to 
your country, why every day’s news brings even more surreal tales of Government 
irrationality, the Sovereign Individual is the book for you. Likewise, if you live outside the 
UK (lucky you!) and have had occasion to watch what’s happening in the UK – 
simultaneously the worst economic decline and worst Covid death track records for a start 
– you might also be interested. If only because of the link to our ongoing Generations 
story. Either way, the important take-away is that the apparently random actions of BoJo 
The Clown and his troupe of nodding elves is anything but random. There’s a play book. 
The Sovereign Individual. First published in 1997, it is quite possibly, “the most important 
book nobody has ever heard of”. 
 

This is not an endorsement, by the way. Some of the views contained in the book sit way 
over to the right-hand side of the political spectrum, and that may not be to everyone’s 
taste. Whether you sit on the political left, right or a more enlightened, contradiction-
solving third way, however, knowing what the Sovereign Individual prophesises about the 
future is important information. It either becomes something we try and make happen, try 
to stop, or use as the stimulus for re-thinking a better way for all. 
 
The Sovereign Individual really does help us to understand why elements of the political 
right fought so hard for Brexit, and why they are relishing the chaos it has unleashed. 
 
In its current edition, the subtitle of the book is “Mastering the Transition to the Information 
Age”. The use of the word “mastering” is instructive. It is a book written by Masters of the 
Universe, for Masters of the Universe – aka, Sovereign Individuals, aka Narcissistic/Moral-
istic Baby-Boomers. One of the two co-authors, James Dale Davidson, is American; the 
other is British. Very British… Lord William Rees-Mogg, former editor of The Times and 
father of Jacob, that leading light and provocateur of the Brexit revolution. 
 

We don’t have to agree with its essential philosophy to recognise that the book is the 
product of large brainpower, sweeping far and wide in historical research and analysis. Its 
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strength, however, especially reading it today, lies in the force of its predictions about the 
new millennium that was to dawn in the years since 1997. 
 

It is prefaced by a quote by Tom Stoppard, from Arcadia: “The future is disorder. A door 
like this has cracked open five or six times since we got up on our hind legs. It is the best 
possible time to be alive, when almost everything you thought you knew is wrong.” To 
most people, disorder is threatening, scary. To Rees-Mogg and the radical right it is a 
source of opportunity, the chance for the Sovereign Individual to rise above tedious 
constraints lesser mortals take for granted – tax, regulation, government, even politics and 
democracy itself. 
 

The driving theme of this book is the information revolution, “the most sweeping in history”, 
with which we were all wrestling at the time. Davidson and Rees-Mogg were definitely 
ahead of many in foreseeing just how revolutionary the information revolution might turn 
out to be. Their forecast was that it would “subvert and destroy the nation state, creating 
new forms of social organisation in the process. It will be faster than any previous 
revolution, and not without pain.” 
 

The Sovereign Individuals who would gain most from this “liberation” are “the brightest, 
most successful and ambitious” among us, they said, “those who can educate and 
motivate themselves…. Genius will be unleashed, freed from both the oppression of 
government and the drags of racial and ethnic prejudice.” 
 

In their view, “government is but a drag on ambition and success; welfare something that 
the rich are forced to fund for the less bright, successful and ambitious. Real success, they 
argue, will be measured not just by how many zeroes you can add to your net worth, but 
whether you can structure your affairs in a way that enables you to realise your full 
autonomy and independence – autonomous of government, independent of communal 
responsibility.” 
 

There will be no cyberwelfare, no cybertaxes and no cybergovernment. “The good news,” 
this vision goes on, “is that politicians will no more be able to dominate, suppress and 
regulate the greater part of commerce in this new realm than the legislators of the ancient 
Greek city-states could have trimmed the beard of Zeus.” Depending on your perspective, 
that might sound like heaven or hell. Bedford Falls or Pottersville. 
 

Tax evasion, the authors go on to joyfully predict, will become the norm for the wealthy: 
“Transactions on the Internet or the World Wide Web can be encrypted and will soon be 
almost impossible for tax collectors to capture…. After the turn of the millennium, much of 
the world’s commerce will migrate into the new realm of cyberspace, a region where 
governments will have no more dominion than they exercise over the bottom of the sea or 
the outer planets…. Cyberspace is the ultimate offshore jurisdiction. An economy with no 
taxes. Bermuda in the sky with diamonds.” 
 

Politicians are crooks. Welfare is awful. Tax is at all costs to be avoided. The new 
cyberworld allows all three to be side-lined. Move wealth offshore. Force the privatisation 
of, well, everything, including “the ultimate form of privatisation – the sweeping 
denationalisation of the individual”. Starve the nation state to death, and the rich individual 
becomes sovereign. “Only the poor,” they say “will be victims of inflation”. 
 

As the rich get richer, and the poor get poorer, what they call the “left-behinds,” will 
become “increasingly jingoistic and unpleasant,” as the impact of information technology 
grows. There will be a backlash, and it could well turn violent. Social peace will be in 
jeopardy, especially in America and Europe, they warn. “The more psychopathic of these 
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unhappy souls” will strike out against anyone with more prosperity. The rich and 
immigrants will be most at risk. 
 

“A furious nationalist reaction will sweep the world,” we are told. “It is difficult to guess at 
precisely what point the reaction will turn ugly. Our guess is that the recriminations will 
intensify when Western nations begin to unambiguously crack apart in the manner of the 
former Soviet Union.” Think the growth in support for Scottish independence, and the 
increased likelihood of a united Ireland, thanks to Brexit? 
 

Again, though, Sovereign Individuals must fear none of this, because “every time a nation-
state cracks up, it will facilitate further devolution and encourage the autonomy of 
Sovereign Individuals…. We expect to see a significant multiplication of sovereign entities, 
as scores of enclaves and jurisdictions more akin to city-states emerge from the rubble of 
nations.” 
 

Today, the libertarian right Masters Of The Universe see Enterprise Cities, Charter Cities 
and Freeports – able to set their own rules on everything from labour law to codes on 
corruption – as central to its vision, aggressively pursued by well-funded and well-
connected think tanks, like-minded politicians, academics, media and business tycoons. It 
helps to explain their passion for Brexit. They have never given up on the vision. Just look 
at what the Conservative MP John Redwood wrote on Twitter in mid-December, egging 
Boris Johnson to no deal: “Time for the government to set out how we will use all the 
freedoms we win if we just leave the EU without a new legal lock up. Bring on the VAT 
cuts, the Freeports, the ways to grow more of our own food.” 
 

The Sovereign Individuals always saw Brexit as part of their journey to a low-tax, low-
regulation and low-transparency UK. They had to win a referendum and an election on 
one basis then to deliver their eventual goals on another: a global network of Enterprise 
Cities competing on the basis of freedom from restraint. 
 

They would appear to have the support of the current chancellor, Rishi Sunak, a long-term 
enthusiast for Freeports. His recently announced plan for ten new ones followed 
seamlessly from the work he once did for the Centre for Policy Studies, which drew 
criticism at the time for its support for low standards of regulation. His father-in-law, N.R. 
Narayana Murthy, one of the richest men in the world, laid the first brick of his own Special 
Economic Zone in India in 2014. 
 
Rees-Mogg Jr may not share every part of the Rees-Mogg Sr worldview, but we know 
from his own mouth that he shares much of it. Lord Rees-Mogg would be very proud of his 
son’s campaigning role in reversing the UK’s commitment on overseas aid, and even 
prouder of how he helped get Britain to the hardest Brexit of all, whatever the impact on 
the “left-behinds” whose votes were just a necessary step on the journey, first in the EU 
referendum, then in the 2019 general election. 
 

Two of Jacob Rees-Mogg’s more controversial moves in recent times are more clearly 
understood on the back of reading this book. First, the shift of millions in his hedge fund 
from the UK to Ireland. The normal rules of politics say that you shouldn’t do such a thing 
just as you are heralding a great patriotic future for the UK after Brexit. But the Sovereign 
Individual puts his wealth where he can best maximise his capital.  
 

Second, his observation, that it may be fifty years before the country as a whole sees what 
he calls “the full benefits” of Brexit. Sovereign Individuals are exempt from that long wait 
because, as Rees-Mogg Sr makes clear, there are huge opportunities from upheaval, and 
in particular from the weakening of nation-states, the decline of welfare, the death (as he 
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wills it) of social democracy, which is in any event “an illusion… an anachronism, as much 
an artefact of industrialisation as a rusting smokestack”. 
 

But what rewards lie ahead for this gilded few if only its members – “a relatively small, elite 
group of rich represent a more coherent and effective body than a large mass of citizens” 
– seize the opportunities? “The new Sovereign Individual will operate like the gods of myth 
in the same physical environment as the ordinary, subject citizen, but in a separate realm 
politically. Commanding vastly greater resources and beyond the reach of many forms of 
compulsion, the Sovereign Individual will redesign governments and reconfigure 
economies in the new millennium. The full implications of this change are all but 
unimaginable.” Indeed. 
 

In two earlier books, Blood in the Streets and The Great Reckoning, Davidson and Rees-
Mogg forecast the end of Communism and the rise of Gorbachev, the war in Yugoslavia, 
the Japanese economic bust and the late 80s Wall Street crash, the decline of Marxism 
and the rise of extreme Islam as chief security concern for the West. So though there are 
some things they get wrong, they got a lot right. 
 

And, bearing in mind that the third of this trilogy was written in 1997, how about this 
prophecy: “We believe the Information Age will bring the dawn of cybersoldiers, who will 
be heralds of devolution. Cybersoldiers could be deployed not merely by nation-states but 
by very small organisations, and even by individuals. Wars of the next millennium will 
include some almost bloodless battles fought with computers.” 
 

Vladimir Putin was two years off becoming president of Russia, Mark Zuckerberg was just 
13, Dominic Cummings was still in his 20s, his Vote Leave colleague Matthew Elliot still at 
college, when Rees-Mogg Sr wrote this: “The result will be a massive problem of data 
corruption that will provide an accidental illustration of a new potential for information 
warfare. In the Information Age, potential adversaries will be able to wreak havoc by 
detonating ‘logic bombs’ that sabotage the functions of essential systems by corrupting the 
data upon which their functioning depends.” Fake news, echo chambers, the 
weaponisation of information, the turning against elites – they foretell it all. 
 

Set in the context of the Rees-Mogg Sr worldview, a desire for no deal makes complete 
sense. Had Johnson campaigned openly for it, he would never have won the referendum 
in the first place. It had to be the destination on a journey fuelled by “the will of the people,” 
and in which others – the EU, or “Remoaners” – could be blamed when the journey ended 
in a very different place to that which had been promised. 
 

There are some European leaders and diplomats who view Johnson as hopelessly out of 
his depth; someone who, in terms of his understanding of the realities of EU politics, has 
never really moved on from his days inventing anti-European stories for two Sovereign 
Individuals from the Channel Islands, the Brexit-fanatical Barclay Brothers. The recent “car 
crash” dinner with European Commission president Ursula von der Leyen has done little to 
dispel that view. 
 

Others, however, believe that Johnson negotiated in bad faith throughout. In other words – 
given that the bulk of those who have supported him throughout his career, and ultimately 
helped him to become prime minister, were insistent on the purest form of Brexit – he was 
always going to go to wherever the Sovereign Individuals wanted him to. 
 

Whether it’s uselessness or strategy, EU leaders now view the UK and its prime minister 
as untrustworthy. That has consequences that will outlive whatever happens after 1 
January. Meanwhile, whether it’s no deal or a thin deal, Sunak, Dominic Raab, Priti Patel, 
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Jacob Rees-Mogg and the true Brexit believers are better placed than ever to turn Britain 
into the kind of country that Rees-Mogg’s father wished it could be. Like (Artist) father, like 
(Nomad) son… 
 

 
 

Unless the thought of living in Pottersville sounds good to you (i.e. you are Mr Potter), the 
Sovereign Individual playbook is the thing you need to be out-designing. What would 
George Bailey do? (Apart from not leave the EU.) 
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Biology –  Dragonfly 
 
 

 
 

The dragonfly is Nature’s most potent hunter. Lions, who most people tend to think takes 
the honour, actually only manage to capture their prey 20% of the time. Dragonflies 
manage an amazing 97%. This despite the high levels of manoeuvrability of their insect 
prey relative to, say, a gazelle. 
 

Here’s what the dragonfly hunting problem looks like when mapped as a contradiction: 
 

 
 
And here - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0vRupFPw90&feature=youtu.be – is an 
amazing five minute video segment revealing the dragonfly’s secrets. Which, to give the 
game away somewhat turn out to be: 
 

Principle 15, Dynamics – the dragonfly’s four wings are all controlled independently, giving 
it an amazing ability to rapidly course-correct to account for movement changes of its prey. 
 

Principle 17, Another Dimension – the dragonfly has amazingly large eyes which cover 
close to a 360degree arc… which means it’s able to very accurately ‘know’ where prey is 
in three-dimensional space… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0vRupFPw90&feature=youtu.be
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Principle 1, Segmentation - …with, then, different regions of the eye sending signals and 
controlling different wings: 
 

 
 
Principle 10, Preliminary Action – the dragonfly pays particular attention to the physical 
size of potential prey (again helped by the ‘3D vision’, which is able to distinguish between 
big things a long way away and small things close up); if the prey is deemed to be too big 
or too small, it gets ignored. 
 

Here’s an example where you really need to watch it happening. The independent wing 
control is a work of evolutionary genius. 
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Short Thort 
 
 
 

“There are two kinds of truth: the truth that lights the way and the truth that warms the 
heart. The first of these is science, and the second is art. Neither is independent of the 

other or more important than the other. Without art science would be as useless as a pair 
of high forceps in the hands of a plumber. Without science art would become a crude 

mess of folklore and emotional quackery. The truth of art keeps science from becoming 
inhuman, and the truth of science keeps art from becoming ridiculous." 

Raymond Chandler 
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“If a conclusion is not poetically balanced, it cannot be scientifically true.” 
Isaac Asimov 

 
 

News 
 
Systematic (Software) Innovation 
We’re happy to announce the arrival of the ebook version of our Systematic (Software) 
Innovation book. Available in our online shop now. Thanks for your patience. 
 
ETRIA 
The Call for Papers for this year’s big European TRIZ conference should still be live by the 
time you see this. The 2021 TRIZ Future Conference will be hosted in Bolzano, Italy from 
the 22nd to 24th of September, and will be run both online and face-to-face. Deadline for 
abstracts is January 31st… in a rare fit of efficiency, ours is in already. Something about 
Matrix 2022. 
 
Critical Systems 
The Call For Chapters for the new Critical Systems book Darrell will be editing will go live 
during the first week of February. In the meantime, if anyone wants to know more, or 
wishes to discuss possible chapter titles please get in touch with him directly… 
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New Projects 
This month’s new projects from around the Network: 

FMCG – Innovation Project 
Agriculture – Invent-To-Order Project 
Automotive – TrenDNA Project 
Food – PanSensic Analysis 
Conglomerate – Design-Thinking/TRIZ Workshops 
FMCG – TrenDNA Project 
Finance – Innovation Strategy Project 
Education – Innovation Strategy Project 
Government – Strategic Problem-Solving Project 

 


